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Preface

The Recruitment Leadership and Training Institute LTI) is a
panel which prqyides technical assistance to project funded
by the U.S. Office of Education under Section 50 of the
Education Professions Development Act. One of t ese projects,
funded through the Washington Technical Institute, produced a
handbook entitled ABC's: A Handbook for Educational Volun-
teers. Since its distribution in 1972 to selected coordinators of
volunteer programs around the country the Office of Education
has received hundreds of requests for the handbobk. In order to
satisfy this demand, the Recruitment LTI has revised and-up-
dated "ABC's" and is publishing this handbook, in both English
and Spanish.

The Recruitment LTI hopes that this revised edition of "ABC's"
will provide a basic outline for those who wish to establish or
improve volunteer programs. By no means should, it be con-
sidered a "bible,' It is a guide and, as such, should be modified
and adapted to meet local needs and situations.

o
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During the past ten years, the number of school systems using
volunteers has increased astronomically. While the size of the

, programs varies greatly from a few volunteers to over a thou-
sand all programs are alike in their belief that volunteer assis-
tance can make a difference in the quality of education.

While many programs are well-established and in operation a
number of years, others are new and seek aid in organizing
and operating a meaningful and rewarding program both for
those offering and those benefiting from the services. Although
this handbook is primarily directed toward assisting these fledg-
ling programs, it can also be useful to established volunteer pro-
grams which seek ways to improve present services and increase
program offerings.

a
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Who is a Volunteer?

What is a School
Volithteer Program?

Introduction

A volunteer in education is a concerned and dedicated person
who works regularly in schools or, in other educational settings
to support the efforts of professional personnel. Volunteers may
be male or female; young, middle-aged or senior citizens; single-)
or married; actively employed, retired or on welfare; black,
white, Puerto Rican,Chicano or oriental. They reflect every
economic, social, racial, religious, ethnic and educational back-

. ground to be found in this nation.

Although the mothers of pupils are frequently the first recruits
of many school volunteer programs, the ranks of the volunteer
force include such people as:

Joanna Daniels, who grew up in the Watts ghetto of Los Angeles
and now operates a.charm school. She spends a day or two a
week lecturing to Los Angeles high school students on the. impor-
tance of personal pride, the virtues of hygiene and the hazards
of drugs.

Vandiqe Woodard, a' legal secretary, in Philadelphia, whose em-
ployer ';releases" her one afternoon a week to tutor a child in
reading at an inner-city school.

ss.

Ratil Mercado, an auto store employee, who uses his day off to
tutor fifth- and sixth-grade children at an El Paso elementary
school and then works as a volunteer in the school's mini-gym.

Naida Bullock, a mother of Six and grandmother of 14, who
gives volunteer assistance to fourth-grade students at a Dallas
elementary school after she finishes her paid job as a cashier in
the school's lunchrdom. .

It is an organization of persons who work in schools under the
direction of teachers and other personnel to strengthen the
school program or to offer special skills to enrich a student's
educational experience. Volunteers may also work outside the
school to provide homework assistance or other special aid in
any educational situation where it is needed.

The Akroh (Ohio) Public Schools report that creative adminis-
trators have found many useful activities for the talents and the
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What Are the General
Aims of a
Volunteer Program?

abilities of volunteers. The activities include serving as inter-
preters for foreign-speaking parents and children, assisting .staff
in, the maintenance of school security measures, helping register
pupils, aiding school beautification activities, assisting in the ,

superv4ion. of sports events, and sharing experiences, materials
and ecial-talents.

assist teachers in providing more individualization and
enrichment of instruction to their classes.

To increase children's motivation for learning.

To enrich the children's experien-ces beyond what is normally
available in schools through the unique resources which can 4
contributed by Volunteers.

To relieve teachers of many non-teaching duties and tasks.

To provide an opportunity for interested community mernbersp
to participate effectively in a school's program.

To strengthen school-community relations through posipver
participation.

To build an understanding of school problems among citizens,
thus stimulating widespread involvement in the total educa-
tional process.

How Can a Volunteer The first essential is the acceptance of the idea by th local

Program be School superintendent, school board or administrative and

Initiated? prpfetsional staff of at least one school. In many plaoes success-
ful prOgrams have been started by (1) concerned individuals;
(2) boards of education and local superintendents, (3) profes-
sional staff at an individual school, (4) other professionals work-
ing together, (5) community or civic organizations, (6) college
and high school students and (7) parents.

The responsibility for organizing a program must rest with the
person who is willing to establish co-operative working arrange-

_ ments with the central school administrative staff and the pro-
fessional and administrative staff in the participating schoolfs)

On.Whom Should
1

Basic Organizational
Responsibility Rest?
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Mat Are the Basic
osts of Starting a
ciiunteer Program?

4,

to get the initial project under1way. Whether the program is in-
school or out-of-school, the involvement of school personnel is
necessary for the program to be a success,

Just how much money a beginning prbgram will need depends
upon the scope' of the proposed proajeCt. However, funds will
be needed for office supplies and equipment, telephone service,
preparation and reproduction of materials and postage. These .

expenses will be incurred by any program.

Other considerations are whether or not a staff, either profes-
sional or clerical, will be hired; what the prevailing salary rates
are in the area; and whether office space will be made avaitable.

In the preparation of preliminary budgets one should also plan
for continuing or expanding the program after the initial or
pilot phase is completed.

Ho Can These Initial program costs can be underwritten by the efforts of local
Co s be Met? citizen's, by. foundation grants, by the board of education or by

a joint effort. As the value of the program is demonstrated, its
cost can be absorbed into the genefal budget of the board of

lNher Do Volun eers serve in settings where people or organ:zations have
Volu teers Serve? requested their help. In schools, teachers and principals ask vol-

unteers to help the children who need assistance and enrichment
and to aid in other areas of school operation. Volunteers also
serve in after - school tutorials, in homework assistance centers
and in school and public libraries. They may also aid those re-
manded to the'custody of juvenile courts. receiving homes or
detention centers.

Wherever there is an educational need to be met, educational
volunteers should be there to meet it.

School Volunteers in ,Worcester, Mass., work in the public
schools as teacher adds and as aides in the area of child study,
library, clerical, science and special skills. They further assist
in recreation grit! physical education by helping-professionals
develop creative peograms in sports, gymnastics and dance.



What Kinds of Services
Do Educational
Voluntaers Perform?

Although services will vary according to local needs, volunteer
aid generally falls into one of the following categories:

1. Relieving the professional of cleridal or non-professional duties.

2. Providing ancillary one4o -one or small group assistance:-

3. Giving special aid 'to children with exceptional talents or diffi-
culties, such as helping them with English as a second language.

4. Enriching the curriculum in requiring special skills or
unique experiences.

5. Preparing materials to be used in the total volunteer program.
ne.

More specifically, there are 25 basic classifications in which non-
certified persons or volunteers can be used to strengthen an edu-
cational program. These are of sped& importance if the school
or the school system is operating with a pattern of differentiated
staffing or seeking tdinclude volunteer service as part of a career
lattice program. These classifications are:

1. Classroom
Performs clerical, monitorial, and teacher reinforcement tasks
under the direct supervision of the classroom teacher.

2, Audio-Visual Technician
Inventories, stores, performs simple maintenance tasks, and
operates audio-visual equipment; prepares audio-visual aids

.under the teacher's direction.

Schooli in Greenwich, Conn., are utilizing trained volunteers to
operate television cameras and tape recorders it1 classrooms. Vol-
unteers tape students and teachersperformin various activities.
Students and teacher can then evaluate their effectiveness.

3. School Counselor
Performs clerical, monitorial, and counseling
under the direction,of the counselor.

1

reinforcement tasks
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4. School Lunchroom/
Supervises the lunchroom according to school practices during
lunch. periods; maintains order, helps children when assistance
is needed, works with administration and teachers to improve
procedures; supervises activities after lunch in the playground
or special activities.

5. General School
Performs a variety of school duties assigned by the principal, the
assistant principal or the designated teacher; may assist at doors
and in halls, office, bookstore, library; clinic, classroom, but is
not assigned to a single station.

6. School Community
Acts as a liaison person between,the school and the community
by informing parents about school and community services and
by informing teachers about community problems and special
needs.

In the Rochester (Mich.) Community Schools, volunteers serve
in a "Dialogue-Communication Program" in which three volun-
teers from each school are trained to answer questions and assess
local community attitudes. The district's "Block Captains", pro-
gram involves more than three hundred volunteers who visit
every home in ibe community to distribute a fact sheet and to
answer questions about the schools.

7. School Hospitality .

Receives parents who visit the school and, under the direction of
the principal, takes the parent to meet the teacher; may also
arrange for refreshments for teachers, parents and children.

8. Departmental
Works in a particular school department (language, science,
fine arts, etc.) to perform designated departmental tasks such
as record keeping, inventories, attendance, supplies, marking
objective tests, etc.

9. Library
.0'

Works under the supervision of the librarian to assist -IThe oper-

1 1
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ation of the school library. Shelving, filing, clipping, circulation,
and book-processing are some of the tasks to be perfor

I ,/
10. TeSting Service /

Works with professional testers in schools or regional centers to
arrange for and administer tests. /

11. Special Enrichment ,

Speaks to classes or other groups/on topics, related to occupa-
tion. These volunteers may be businessmen. engineers, lawyers,
doctors or parents with interesting hobbies or occupations, etc.

/
Part of the school volunteer effort in Boise, Idaho, consists of
special resource volunteers who respond to individual te er
invitations for classroom and curriculum enrichment. 'Enrich-
ment" volunteers are available for the studrof archaeology,
bird watching, fish and game, folk music, metallurgy, radiation
control, writing, aviation, local and state history, rock collecting,
spinning and wider-W.

12. School Security . -,,

Assigned by the principal to security tasks doors, corridors,
special events, lavatorieg, parking lot, banking of school
receipts. ,

13. After-School Program
Supervises, under the direction of the teacher, any after-school
activities.

14. Materials Resourc\e Center
Performs clinical, custodial, and monitorial functions in a mate-
rials resource center Dr learning laboratory.

15. Field Trip Assistants
Assists on field trips or excursions to cultural events.

16. Special Skills
Assists the teacher by offering special skills in the areas of shop,
homemaking, or speaking a foreign language, i.e., native Spanish.

1'
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17. Crisis Center
Works with children who have problems of adjustment in the

r regular classroom situation.

18: Playground
Works with teachers during thq school day to assist with Chysi-

L- 61 education and recess activities.

19. Reading Improvemeht
Assists reading specialist yvith,ba sic and/or remedial instructions

in a single class or group of classes. Assists individ6er child or
small group of/children with similar pr.dblerni.

20. Special Education
Assists special education eacher in implementing instructional
activities for an individu I or a group of special education pupils.

. ,

Some parents'at a subur n Los Angeles elemental), school de-
vote all of their volunteer me to the single project of helping
children improve perceptual motorskills,These volunteers
test children in grades 1-3 who have been referred by their ,
teachers. Children with perceptual difficulties take part in a
daily 30-minute session run by volunteers to improve visual,
motor, and perceptual skills.

21. Attendance Officer
Provides assistance in dealing with attendance problems; may
make home calls to exNain the problem in person.

22. Bus Attendance ,

Supervises loadin6 and unloading of school buses atAhe begin-
ning and end of-the school, day; may be assigned to ride buses,
especially those transporting very young children.

23. High School Theme Reader \
Reads and .checks themes for those writinghoskills indicated by

.the teacher.

24. Schoo alth Services
Operates health clinic under, direction provided by school ntiree.

13
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Of These Services,
Which Can a News
Program Most
Effectively Provide?

How Can a Smooth
Relationship between
Volunteer and
Professional Be
Assure?

Oklahoma City's "Helping Hands" volunteers' program assisted
in a campaign to alert teen-agers to the dangers of.and treatment
for venereal disease by helping to arrange a doctors' speakers
bureau for schools. The volunteers have, also worked with the
local bar association in a special drug education project.

25. Laboratory Technician 4

Assists in school laboratories (languages, science) under super-
viiion, cif the teacher; sets up, maintains, and 67rates equipment.

The kinds of services a volunteer program is able to provide will
depend upon:

,
1. The particular needs of the school system, of each hool, and of

. each teacher. If the program is not in the school, the \reran ob-
jectives of the program will determine, in large measu the
types of services offeral

2. The desire of school or agency staff for particular services.

3. The availability of qualified volunteers to perform the requested
services.

4. The type and amount oi'special professional and/or volunteer
help currently available in the school or agency.

New programs shouldzero in on the one cmtwo areas in which
they can be most effective, rather than attempt to tackle too
many problems. Such a "scattergun" technique trying to do
too much at first generally works to'the detriment of the
program

Fora smooth - working relationship, both volunteer and staff
should agree that:- ,e

1. A volunteer,works under the direction and supervision of a
teacher o,member of the staff.'

2.hA volunteer supplies supportive services,'but is not a substitute
for a, proYessional staff member. .. ,

1 4
/4

.s.e
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3. A volunteer will not divulge confidential information to which
he or she may have access.

4. The volunteer should be given specific instructions and ngtes-
sary materials for any job undertaken.

5. If parents participate in a volunteer program in their child's
school, they should not be given access to their child's confiden-
tial files. The decision to allow parents to volunteer in their
child's classroom should be made by the principal or teacher
involved.

6. Evaluation of a volunteer's work will be confidential.

In New.York City, the Chancellor's Action Center is an
ombudsman-like operation for handling complaints from
community people about high schools, special schools, special
education and other centralized programs. Trained parent vol-
unteers receive complaints by telephone daily, Monday through
`Friday, from 10 a.m to 12 p.m., and spend the* afternoons
researching complaints for follow-up action.

Note:
,Volunteer Coordinators should be sure that all activities in-
volving work with students and/or their records should be sub-
ject to the provisions of The Family Educational Rights and
Privgay'Act of 1974.

V
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Funding
urcets

and Pr sa
Preparation

. 4

4

. The idea hastieeri planted; the-need for services hls been docu-
tnented and accepted; now, the time to begin planning fop pro-
gram implerheritation haS arrived:One of the majo1 problems
lacing those organizing vplukteer *ograms is ko find sourcesp`l '

. financial-support. if the program is under thePggis'of .94choOl
systerh isr arrageney; this probleril may not be as pressrng since,
in thdse'ckdsthe agency will.have al lodatedfunds for 'program

,3'development, HoWever, even well-established jirograms may have
a neat to seek additional fynding sources for new activities
they wish".ta'undertake. .

Althodgh'v.okintier serviceseomevithout.a prite*tag, funds are
'necessary for the following: staff salaries; training costs, mate
Pials volunteer use and fx`nr"ogram eGalbation and, in some.
cases; for inbidental exPinses,.Such,es.crarfaie and babysilting'

fees, whith, re-iribufred.by.Voruoteers;,Althoughsispport for
activities of ublic, nati-preit organiz.ettoris is nOt as prentiful
as it was' irk p years, it is availabIA:for.Thesp Who take the time

. and effort.

.

; Whether seeki g !pods for a new.program,cottlpane,ntior for a
totally.new 'endeavor, theit.areMahy.possibie sotircesclf sup-.
Pcrt. qt.* localAevel'onet.an approach the scha9rsisfem or
the agency destined to:be the`primairy,recipjenfor volunteer
services. When presented definite and Wotkabte plant;.thOse

e- . institutions are Often:able to supply staff sdPOortt WOrlOg
.0.

space and materials. They may -at soincorpbrateNgrunteers
into the organization's total WOW. Local busines§md indultries
cariprovIde fund's to initiate orsUPpoft iolunteeref-forior, .

they, can PrOvide both human andxrieterial resourcesat Ateri ,
,

.....r.,....,:, stades of development. A '
. N . 41' '.t

LoCei Chapters of natiOnalpivic find social organizations 06,:** "
,.

1**, also passjble sourceszofsupport. For example, in many oi0S,'
the Juilior League has initiated_school volunteer programs' si ',..ff.

e "' many of Which are noty integral parts of the school systrn. . '.

Partnerships or linkages with established programs or 'orgaritilf-2.;%.,
. ,

tions provide a natural way to initiate a schbol-based program:
:

,.. :. , .
, .

.
One can.alio seek'support frdm local dr national foundatiOnS

1. ...3 :. .and.ottler organizations and associations. Information on
.

,
, .
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sources of this type can be obtained from.The Foundation
Center (888 Seventh Avenue, New York,.New York 10019).
A trip to the Center's public resource centers, which contain
comprehensive collections of source materials on foundations
and their grant-awardingictivities, may prove worthwhile. The
Center has established 47 regional resource collections acrosst
the country containing standard reference reports on founda-
tions in the state in which the collection is located, and printotitS
of grant data on selected topics. The location of the regional

.
, centers may be obtained; by writing to the New York

.
office., L

#

..,, The Center also issues several Stan lard reference workS wKich

can be found in local libraries. These includb The Foundatien
Directory, a glisti ., of more than 5,000 foundations which either
made grants tota ing $25,000 or had assets of at least $500,000',
The Information uarterly, an updated supplement to the . '
Directory; The Foundation Grants Indei, which gives repre-
sentative overview of. major foupdation lrinual awards in alr

, fields, and a bi-monthly supplement to the Grants Index.

TheCentel' also has available microfiche ,copitt'of foundation
annual reports, and foundation informat!on submitted to the
Internal RevenueService. gi,addition, the Center provides com-
puter searches in specificareaof interest such as day care,
elementary and secondetry#eduOation; and drug abuse.

..' / c , ..-
In many places Fedetal monies have been used to support vol-"'
unteer activities. Rihdi available th(ough the Elementary and

, Secondary Educatipn Act.(ESEA), Titles !hand III, have Ire-
quently been us4 These are Federal funds that are available
through theilocalftchool system or, the state of the education,

. agency; tioweveg not by' direct application to the U.S. Office

. ,of Education intWashington. One seeking governmental assist-
ance should be 'familiar with several referencepublications...

. These include tile Catalogue, of Federal Domestic Assistance
whith categorizes all Federal funding activities; Commerce
I3usiness,Daily, whicKlists competitive requests, or proposals

. ,_

*from govetntrientrageribies; and the Federal' Register whichcon
, ..' .

'tainsire9ulations.arid application deadlines for all Federally
,' ! # ., .#

; #
) , . funded programs. Departmental journals are other sources of

. ' 4.- .. i ' i 4 '+' .. + funding, information, For. example, American Education, pub-
# ,-; a t." . .

,,,. . f 4.

,..
. , 4. tr -

.. , ' ,
1 .
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lished monthly by the U.S. Office of Education, has an annual
index on Offide of Education funding sources entitled "OE:
Where the Money Is." Most of these references are available
from Superintendent of Documents, Go 'ernment Printin,g
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Regardless of the organization which is the potential funding
source, the method of application and of proposal preparation
is very similar. The first step, usifirthe references identified
above, is to determine several possible sources of support. In
looking at foundationsiqswise to select those with a history
of awarding grants in allied areas. Onee selections have been
made,prepare a basic letter of intent, which contains the follow-
ing information: What do you intend to do? Where will it be
done? How long will the project run and who will receive or
benefit from the services given? Also include a short statement
of past accomplishments, if any, whichirelate to the new project.
This letter and the request to make a fOrrnal presentation should
be as brief as possible, hopefully no longer than twO'pages. If
possible, follow up the letter of intent with a personal visit to
explain the proposed project. Such visits should be made by an
individual, not a committee, as one-to-one conversations are
likely to-be more informative and productive.

Once a letter of intent is received affirmatively, the next step
is to prepare a formal proposal. Before beginning the prepara-
tion, it is wise to secure any guidelines, regulations or mandated
forms which the sponsor may have or require. These will be
more numerous and more demanding from governmental
sourcesthan from private sources a first introduptiOn to
bureaucratic red tape. The steps detailed below should be car-
ried out when one is applying to a foundation, a school dis-
trict, an agency or the Federal government.

1. Define the Problem.
a. What is the basic purpose of the project?
b. How serious is the need for immediate action?
c. Is the probleM stated in specific terms; has the writer avoided

general, save-the-world statements?

ld
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2. Give the Background of the Probl
a. What set of educatiotpl, social,

are involved in the problem?
b. What makes the writer uniquely

problem?
c. What features of the problem

m
conomic Or political realitieS

qualified to deal with the

ake it apprOpriate for funding
by the agency or the organization to which the proposal will
be submitted?

d. Does it coincide with'the- identified agency's or the organiza-
tion's priorities?

3. Identify Needs the Project Seeks to Meet
a. Are needs stated in specific terms?
b. Is supportive data presented showing how needs were assessed

and determined?

4. State'Project Objectives
a. Is there a clear relationship b weep the needs and the objec-

tives of the project?
b. Are objectives stated in measurable terms rather than broad

generalities?
I

5. Prepare a Calendar of Activities to Meet the Objectives
a. Can the project be completed in the time allocated? Is the

time schedule realistic and clearly stated?
4 b. Do the activities have a clear and definite relationship to the

proposed objectives?
c. Is the proposed pattern of operation clear?
d. Do various phases of the project build upon and link with one,

another?

6. Identify Project Participants
a. What is the target population of the project, both immediate

and'Iong range? .
b. What are the criteria and/or procedures for recruiting and

seledting participants?
c. Is the target population sizable enough to meet project

objectives?
d. Have appropriate ways been identified or developed for inter-

- preting the project to the communities affected?

1j
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7. Identify Areas of Needed Support and Support Systems Neces-
sary to Project
a. Are appropriate community agencies involved in the planning

and execution of the project?
b. Does the project have the support of the organization or the

agency which will be the prime recipient of the services?
c. Are physical facilities conducive to the successful conduct' of

the project?

8. Develop an Evaluation Design
a. Does the design provide for evaluation of activities in terms

of objectives?
b. Does the evaluation provide an opportunity to assess project

development and make indicated changes or redirection?
c. By what process will the overall effect of the project be

eireasured? Who will perform the evaluation?

9. How the Project Will Be Administered
a. What staff is needed for the project? Is it fully capable of

carrying out the project?
b. What will be its role in accomplishing the various activities

of the project?
c. Will additional personnel 1)4 required for the project? Are

they available? To whom will they betresponsible?

10. Develop a Realistic and AdeqUate Budget
a. Direct Costs expenses which can be itemized and for which

payroll records or vouchers can be presented for payment.
These include:
(1)
Staff salaries.
(2)
Employee or fringe benefits such as retirement, social security,
health benefits, and workmen's compensation. This is usually
calculated as a percentage of salary.
(3)
Travel including mileage for travel in private cars, fare for air'
planes, trains, buses and cabs, and per diem costs.
(4)
Equipment and space rental.

20
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(5)
Printing and duplication.
(6)
Materials and supplies.
(7)
Communication teleptiones and meetingi.
(8)
Computer time.
(9)
Conference or meeting costs.
(10)
Training costs.
(11)
Consultant pay and-per diem.

b. Indirect Costs general expenses ne ssary for general project
operation. These include:
(1)
Business office services.

'(2)
Physical-I:Want-operation and library usage. Generally indirect
costs are calculated on a percentage of the direct costs.

Th preparing a project budget should be able to answer the
folloWing questions: Is the budget adequate for the results
anticipitkd? What provisions are made for audit of budget
expendituees?

11. if Possible, Giveklans for Continuation of Activities beyond
the Period for whi6hFunding Sought.
a.What kind of activities are anticipated to be carried out beyond

the funding period? \
b. How will these activities'be,supported? How firm are commit--

ments for future funding?

12. Review the Total Effort
a. Have all substantive problems or questions been addressed,

defined and answered?
b. Is the proposal specific,well articulatncl realistic?
c. If not, where does it need to be amended, refashioned or

restated?

21 N,
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Organizing
4

and Developing
a Volunteer
Prograth

t k

Before one can begin to plan for the tilization of volunteer
. services, thole developing the prograr must be assured of a

commitment to the use of volunteers by thedistridt. Indications
that volunteer services are wanted and needed include:

1. Support from the board of education. This should be indiFted
through a board resolution.

2. Establishment of an advisory committee to prepare overall pro-
gram policies and design.

3, Requests from school personnel for volunteers..

4. Determination of the legal status of volunteers f. in-

- surance and workmen's compensation.

Once the initial approval and the sup, e rt of the local authorities
have been secured, those establis, g the program can proceed
with its development. The fo .wing plan can be used for any
type cif program large or all, either in or out of a school. The
major difference will e the amount of internal, coordination
necessary tb make-t e program a success.

1. Determine Needs
The first step is to determine what needs the program must
meet. This is best done by consulting with appropriate per-
sonnel, both administrators and teachers. to identify the real
and persistent needs of a given situation: Needs to be considered
inclu'de those of the school, those of the teachers and those of
the students. Once these needs have beeridetermined; they
should by ranked in priority order from the highest,to the low-
est. Thote developing he program must now decide which needs
can posiibly be met, considering aqtual and potential resources.

/ .
.

..,,,>-

After Ille needs have been decided upon,,, the possibility bf im-
plementing them should be discussed with school authorities.

i
_,

2. Prepare Objectives ,,
. ,

iTaki g the needs into consideration, the next step is to develop

obje ives which are stated in behavioral terms whenever pos-

sibl In the development of objectives, care.should be take?Yto
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11

/outline the sub goals necessary to make the program objectives
a reality. From these overall program objectives, specific institu-
tional goals may be developed. These will stress the need for
tutoring, library service, etc. those activities necessary to meet
the identified needs.

Many direct and indirect benefits stem fiom the establishment
of program objectives. The involvement of keicschool staff and /
volunteer leaders in the decision-making will benefit the pro-
gram by establishing rapport and defining the roles of all in-
volved. Furthermore, concise identification Of goals and objec-
tives leads to the development of an effective, workable structure
for the volunteer program. Such identification will assist in the
recruitment process.

3. Identify Resources .

Based on the needs and objectives, available resources to imple-
ment the program should be identified. Such resources fall into
two categories: (1) material and financial resources and (2) hu-
man resources or potential volunteers. Potential voldnteers in-
clude students, parents, community, civic, social and fraternal
organizations, business and industry personnel, senior citizens
aid other individuals interested in participating.

7,

If a eering committee for the program is desired, it should be
esta fished at this point. Criteriefor serving on the committee
shout be formulated.

Ifthe prograrri is city-wide, the steering committee should
represent: (1) a cross-section of the popyjation, (2) organiza-
tions who can assist in recruiting volunteers, (3) those who can

.,7bring financial or material resources to the program (e.g. print-
ing, graphic design for flyers, accounting, etc.), and (4) those
who will participate as volunteers in the Various phases of pro-

gram administration'.

Necessary materials, equipmeneand funds for program operatidn
shodld also be identified-at this stage.

4. Design Program

24 When organizing a volunteer program, allocate adequate time for
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2 5

in-depth planning. Athe plan is formulated, write it down. A
written plan, containing all vital elements, makes a program tan-
gible, eliminates'sorhe of the uricertainty,and provides a guide
for solving problems which may.arise.

The following steps should be'a part of any program design, once
modified to meetlocal needs. it.
a:,Obtain aq'administrative approval necessary.
b. Define roles and tasks for school personnel and volunteers.
c. Develop firm policy guidelines.
d. Prepare personnel practices for volunteers in conjunction

with central administrative policy including:
( 1 ) (
Legal responsibility and insurance coverage for volunteers.
(2)
Medical standards to be-met (e.g., chest X-rays).

e. Prepare a workable budget.
f. Select a program coordinator and needed staff.
g. Establish a recruitment program.
h. Plan for training, both for volunteers and school personnel.

The steps outlined above represent one way of planning a pro-
gram for volunteers. Some definite form of organization is neces-
sary for efficiency and effectiveness. Alternative methods may
be designed and adapted. The most effective organization and
planning is often that which is determinedjointly by school
staff and prospective vo nteers.

5. Recruit Volunteers
The most important component of any program is the volun-
teers who provide the service, time, and talent without which
the program coul not operate. Special attention must be given
tc:rthe recruitm t of such volunteers. Specifics for a profitable
recruitment ca paign are outlined in Chapter 5, "Recruiting
Volunteers.",

6. Reexamine/Plan
Before the volunteer program begins, all aspects of the plan
should be checked and-rechecked to assure that no part of the
program design, no matter how small, has been left out. Relate
the plan to numbers and types of volunteeryrecruited. Care
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must be taken not to overestimate resources. It isbetter to ex-
, pand the scope of activities than to overestimate and be forced

to cut back services or spread them too thin. The administration
of a program is now guided by policies, procedures and specific
objectives that have been defined. Thd utilization of evaluation
procedures will provide information necessary for both process
and product assessments. Motivation, recognition and publicity
generate future participatiot as well ps increased understandihg
of school-programs. Program operation and management aspects
are:
a. The operation of the-program,should have well-defined start--

ing wc1 stopping dates.
b. Supervision and coordination are staff responsibilities in the

initiation,-the monitoring and the maintaining of the program.
c. Evaluation procedures provide information to develop, refine,

and recycle effective programs. c
;)10 (`.

d. Evaluation of poth the results of the program and the means
by which these results have been obtained is essential for

"Program assessment.
11(. Motivation and recognition activities help maintain volunteer,

teacher, student, and administrative involvement and support.
f.' Publit relitions and publicity provide a means of in-

creasing the understanding of the program.

7. Orientation and-training programs
Orientation and training programs for volunteers as well a%
professional personnel must be an integral part otthe program..
These ar,e,,dealt with in detail in Chapter 7, "Volunteer Orients;

and` Training" and Chapter 8, "Qiir-tation and Training of
Profestional Personnel."

8. Allocate Resources
For maximum utilization of volunteer services, resources, both

'material and people, must be allocated wisely. A clear defini-
tion of the role and responsibility of all involvedc.in a volunteer

1 program makes for a successful undertaking. there are three
considerations.
a. Administration

The well-being of a, school is the, responsibility of the princi-
pal. Therefore, it is essential that the principal and his staff

2 6 manifest interest in the program. Such interest,is shown in
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J

actions of wholehearted support so that the role and func-
tions of volunteers will be understood and accepted. However,
as a word of caution, the principal's influence orbthe volun:
teer program should not be so authoritative that staff members
feel it is being "pushed down their throats." Agenuine interest
can inspire greater positive response within th,e school,

'b. Coordination
The role of the volunteer coordinator should be consi red'in
detail. It is essential that one person have-primary resp nsibil-
ity for the operation of the program. Plans for-the actual
operation of a program and the duties of those involved are,

. fully explained-in Chapter 4, Administering a Volunteer
Program.

c. Materials
At this point, the equipment, materials and supplies to be
used by volunteers should be available on the dates when vol-
unteers will be working.

9. Deploy Volunteers
The final step, prior to actual program operation, is the deploi-
ment of the volunteers who have been recruited. Consideration
for the assignment of volunteers is covered in ChaRter.6, "Inter-
viewing; Selecting and Assigning-Volunteers,"

10. Begin Program Operation and Monit9ring-,I,
Monitoring procedures should begin with the program. Such
procedures will assure that volunteers are fulfilling their assign-
mentsments and will provide far the compilation of data necessary
for a yeaknd evaluative report.

11. Report Progress
Periodically, he information compiled from the reporting .

forms (e.g., types of volunteers, time sheets, types of services
performed, evaluation sheets from principals, teachers and vol-
unteers) should be given'to persons responsible for admini ra-
tion of the program. This information is then used for eval a-
tion and necessary reports. Regular assessment of this info ma-

, tion will serve to indicate ways ip which the progra s to
be altered to meet its objectives.

27.
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12. Evaluate Program Results
The year-end evaluation of_program results should lead to an
overall re-examinatiop of the operating plans,as well as an
examination of thegoals the program seeksto meet. Designs
for program evaluation are discussed in Chapter 12, "Evaluating
Volunteer Programs."

2i
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Administering
a Volunteer
Program

The volunteer program must be awarofathe needs and re-
sources available at each institution it sages. In the administra-
tion of a program, as well as in the planning of it, the staff of that
institution must be involved. The paramount consideration is

that the volunteer program' be a co-operative effort between the
volunteers who give service and the institutions which are the
immediate or ultimate recipie,nts of /hat 'servia

In any program, whether operating in a single institution or area-
Wide, there are.certain administrative functio,ni which must be

performed to insure efficient operation. The following Program.
Structure, presents the elements necessary for any operation,
regardless of size.

Program Structure

School or Agency
Administration (--)

Volunteer
Coordinator

Teacher

Volunteer

Students

Responsibilities i)f the Within the school, the.principal Or his appointed designate

Principal 6. ' . should serve as supervisor ex-officiO of the individual school'

' progiam,'The building volunteer coordinator should also be
under thdirect supervision of the principal. For a successful
school volunteer pi.ogram, responsibilities of the principal

- should include: ,,,,,

.-1, Discussing the program with the school staff members and

. enlisting their support. .,
,,

2 j
4.,
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4

2. Assisting in the identification of the types of volunteer service
needed by the staff.

3.'Outlining specific school procedures to be followed by -
volunteers.

4. Making working space available for the volunteersand providing
access to lounge and bathroom facilities.

, ,

5. Meeting with volunteers and staff to create a team spirit.

6. Assisting in the evaluation of services performed.by volunteers.

Responsibilities of The building coordinator, working under the direction of the prin
the Building cipal and in co-operation with the staff coordinator, if one is
Volunteer Coordinator appointed, must:

1. Assign volunteers.

2. Process 'teachers' requests for volunteer aid,.

3. Keep-files and records of volunteer activities within the ichool.

4. Confer with principal and staff whenever necessary. ;

5. Conduct or participate in meetings with staff and/or Volunteers
to:
a. Orient volunteers to the school situation. (See "Volunteer'

Orientation and Training," Chapter 7.L
b. Provide preservice training for volunteers to Work in speOial- ,

ized areas of need (e.g. reading, language arts, mathematics,
science, English as a second language).

c. Assist staff in the effective utilization of volunteers. (See
"Orientation and Training of ProfessiOnal Personnel,"
Chapter 8.)

6. Determine the need for workshops or in-service-training to in-
crease the volunteers' capacity to serve.

30-
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7. Plan meetings so that,volunteersmaY become bet* acquainted
. with each other', discuss.problerns, exchange ideas,-and
.. Wlutioristo common 'prablerns; .

..

8.aheck with volunteer's whO miss Vale or are unable to fulfill i
.

1 F specific assignment as scheduled.
,* , . . . . .. . .

S. Arfange.for recognition of volunteer serVice within the school,
..,

Tiie teeter lithe key person in guidihg the pra,ctical learning
experiences 9f volunteers. The following suggesfionS ate intended
to help make,the best use of the teachers superyision within the
litnits of time available.

,

1., Try to arrange an informal sessioh with the volunteer at en-early. date to discuss theeprogram(and what to expect of the children.
Orient the volunteer to theikind of help you,need. Try to have a

. ' little variety in the tasks assigned, but use such services in any
1.vay: that will be of help to you and-the children. The volunteer
coordinator should,be trained to assist you in planning an ever-

, increasing Variety.of activities.
,

, . ,",' 2. Plarrthe work you want theyolunteer to dotefige he or she
arrivds. Createearly opportunities for volunteer contacts with.

..

, individual children. Be specific irryour dtreCtions..., , .,... .. .

A
,,,,

. 3. If you are not going to needyour volunteer it the regular time,
:pf. if 3/91., aregoing to be away,frorh school, advise, the volUnteer ,

. ,

or volunteer coordinator in advance so that other arrangements
" 4 4 ' ca' be m'ade '

..,

, t t I%
A

,

4. If you do not need your volunteer full time, release him or her
:w ,, ti, to help another teacher: .

,
-: ,,

.
.

:'

N P .,,, .

5, Brief your volunteer in fire drill' and dismissal procedures. Intro-

,
.,. ,'duce him or her to the teacher next door. ' . ,

- ' 4
,

.

Re sponsibilities of
Teachers using
Volunteers '

C

.
: , . 6. AntiOipate informgtion the` volunteer will need to carry out' '4

4

.
Y '' ,

assigned duties. Show where to find materials, how to set up an
.. ', . activity,what.books:to use with-a group; etc. Tell hinvOr her.

4',
.

, 3.12
...

,. ... , ,.. ....
e
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A. -

a-

Volurrteef
Responsibilities

c

,

A

a

what limits to set, what special needs individual children have
and what to expect of the children.

7. Avoid assigning responsibilities beyond a volunteer's ability. Do
A not leave a volunteer with too many children or too large an area

to supervise.

8. Provide greater job responsibility for the volunteer as knowledge
and proficiency increase.

...

9. Expect the volunteer to be businesslike about attendance be
on time, stay with assigned responsibilities, and accept direction
from the teacher. Although the job is a volunteer one, the com-
mitment is professional.

When volunteers feel they are an integral part of the school
team, they are more likely to impart to the community an ap-
preciation and understanding of the job bring done by school
personnel. l

.

The volunteer should express concern for, interest in, and accep-
tane \of those with whom she or he works. She or he is respon-
sible for maintaining a professional attitude of mutual respect
and confidence and should also:

1. Be willing to offer supportive and supplemental service under
professional supervision and direction.

2. Be punctua and reliable in fulfilling the assignment nd notify-
ing the scho I in case of absence.a -

3. Become familjar with school and classroom policies an
practices.

4. Be capable of a justing to the teacher'sway of doing thin' and
Wowing his or her directions.

5. Be willing to ha r short conferences, periodically, with the c
ordinator and /or, teacher to make for a more rewarding
exj3erience.

3'g,
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Routine
Procedures

7

7

For the smooth operation of a prograo, procedures similar to
those given below should be standardized: 4

1. Each volunteer unit should maintain a time sheet for volunteers
to sign in and out on each day, of service.

2. An index card file should be maintained for volunteers in the .

office. It should list name, address, telephone number, person to
be notified in an emergency, special skills, etc.

3. Regular procedures should be established for volunteers to noti-
fy the volunteer coordinator of absences beforehand.

4. Each volunteer should record daily in a log book the services
performed with reactions, suggestions, problems, and requests

for help.
--.'",,

5. Orderly procedures should be develob'egtifisrning use of
materials by volunteers. '.74_,.

. .

6. A permanent record card should be left at the volunteer central
office.

The following models are given because of the wide range of
program design they represent, rather than the services volun-
teers are providing. Each model has unique strengths and
weaknesses. One of the major advantages of a program model
with notations is that one can easily see the interrelationships
between the various elements. cf>

/

,I

4
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Volunteer Coordinator Model

1

Superintendent

Volunteers
in Educed-6n
Coordinator

Principal

Building
Volunteer
Coordinator

Teachers

Volunteers

Students
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Unique Characteristics:

1. Program pilot is in one elementary school, utilizing selected
indilviduals.

2. May be placed with a team or an individual staff member and
observecftegularly.

3. Intensive evaluation.

4. Volunteers are used three ways:
a. Classroom direct contect with students and teachers.
b. Building serves in cafeteria, playground, office, guidance,

etc.
c. Home school-related tasks and projects (e.g., preparing

behavior modification rewards.)

Strengths:

1. On-going community relations.

2. Intense-community interest.

3. Positive administrative support.

4. Control of supervision of program by volunteer coordMator.

5. Staff acceptance of volunteer services.

6. Method of selection of volunteers:

-Weaknesses:

1. Peer group pressure to be "in."

2. Selective program does not provide for an effective dismissal

procedure.

3. Competition among volunteers for prestigious jobs.
441

r) - s
-

t)
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Co-operative Community Organization Model N

Advisory
Council

I Superintendent

Paid Commtmity
Volunteer Coordinator

Students

Unique Characteristics:

1. After-school and evening program four days a week.

2. Paid certificated teacher serves as resource teacher.

3. Volunteers from community and colleges.

4. Originated outside of public school system.

5. Paid volunteer coordinator for the program.

Strengths:

1. Having a resource teacher assigned to the tutorial program.

2. The organizational structure provides a co-operative school-
community relationship.

3. A paid fulltime coordinator for the program for continuity and
consistency.
0

3d
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3 '1

4. Commitment of administration.

5. Central location of facility.

Weaknesses:

1. Limited to certain students.

2. Need for transportation of some tutors.

3. Lack of consistency of some tutors.

As the volunteer program expands-to include more sites, it may
be desirable to appoint a city-wide coordinator preferably
from those who have had previous experience as a volunteer
coordinator or as a volunteer. The overall coordinator
handles the following:

1. Provides general superVision of site in'the district.
a. Processes teachers' requests and assigns volunteers.
b. Shares, with the professional staff the task of providing on

job training for volunteers.
c. Supervises volunteers if there is no building volunteer c

ordinator.
d. Shares with building coordinators the responsibility o super-

vision and evakiation of the work of the volunteer p ogram
at each school and for his or her entire district.

e. Confers with principals and teachers and attends f culty
meetings when necessary.

f. Holds regular meetings with building coordinate s in the dis-
trict to stimulate exchange of ideas and the de elopment of
new programs and procedures.

g. Identifies volunteer leadership.
h. Is available to individual volunteers for co .ultation and

guidance.

2. Provides the following services between c tral volunteer office
and individual schools in the district:
a. Consults with the volunteer program esigner on questions of

policy and procedure.
b. Reports on new procedures origin, ing in the schools.
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c. .Processes and relays requesti_for additionarservices.
d. Does-initial proCessing of requests for expansion of programs

within-his or her.district.
e. Attends staff conferences at central office.
f. Presents regular evaluation, statistical, and financial reports

to central office.
g. Secures or develops materials needed in the program.
h. Assists in identifying areas of need in a district.
i. Assists in planning, arranging, and conducting training sessions

in individual sites and in the district,

3. Assists in promoting good public relations between the volunteer
units and the community.

Generally, this position is a paid one with job functions and
duties described by the board of education or sponsoring
agency. The structure of a city-wide program often resembles
the following:

AD

36
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Unique Characteristics:..

1. Diversification of placement anciiirograms.

2. Direct lines'of communication to promqte a personalized
program. .-

3. Attrition rate of volunteers is less if there is better coordination
of program and recruitment and selection techniques.

Strengths:

1. Personal contact.

. 2. Direct communication with principals.

3. Strorig-positive administrative support.

4. Through the volunteer office the community is informed clIchc
needs and operations.

Weaknesses:
.

14 More difficult to train volunteer and teacher as a team.

2. Time needed to monitor school coordinator's operation.

Unique Characteristics:

1. Specific role expectations are established due to full-time paid
arrangement. .

2. One person is responsible-for the overall development and im-
plementation of programs.

3. ation of volunteerism is greatly increased d within the
nity.

4. Continuity of progr,
ones.

4 I '

ossible plus the initiation of new
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Paid Building Coordinator Modal

Central Office
Volunteer
Coordinator

Principal

5. Staff development emerges as a co-operative process.

Strengths:

1. Continuity of program.

2. Opportunity for multi-program design, ,

3. Greater utilization of potentialvolunteer services.

Weaknesses:

1. Relying on one person to direct the programs.

2. Paying a perion to do tasks which are similar to those a volun:
teer might do on a lesser scale.

41
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Although each of the program models has specific strengths and
.weaknesses, the paid full-time building coordinator appears to
offer overall advantages.

The building volunteer coordinator functions in a line relation-
ship with,the building principal and in a staff relationship with
the staff. After the needs are determined (the types of volunteer
servicesjio be utilized, thej-esponsibilities of support personnel
such as°alidio-visual coordinator, librarian, specific teachers or -
administrators), the building volunteer coordinato'r has the
responsibility of initiating and coordinating the volunteer
components.

These components include recruitment of volunteers, selection-,
and pladement, orientation and training, supervision and co-
ordination, motivation and recognition, public relations and
publicity, budgeting and funding, and recordkeeping and
evaluation.

The building Volunteer coordinator fkrictions according to three
priority levels; fir*, the development and implementation of
the various Volunteer services; second, direct involvement with
Ihe various services' in times of temporary overload of absence
of a volunteer who cannot be replaced; third, performance of
routine tasks to support school administrative functions.

The, rbleexpectationi' of each.of these three levels need to be
clearly defined an.iitunderstood 6y administrators, staff,
teachers, volunteers and the ,coordinator.

Establishment of target percentages is necessary for the amount
of time tube expended in each of these three levels. The per-
centages should be determined early in the program and concise
time studies performed during the school year perhaps during
one week each month to check the actual time expended in
each revel.

Realistic percentages that have been used by school systems are
60-to 70 percent for the first level, 20 to 60 percent for the
second level and 10 to 20 percent for the third.leel. There ,is a

4(
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tendency to rIy won the volunteer coordinator to perform a
number of routine tasks; therefore, the time studyita necessity.

. ..-
Six specific advantages can be given in support of the fulkiMe
volunteersoordinatoi- method of administration. Fir-St, one
person becomes responsible 'for aII..volunteer,' progrAnVieeds:
Second, resourcetnecessary for the development of various-
.volunteerservices.can be more effectively. and efficiently trill:
Ind. Third; under this method, volunteers have greater oppor-
tunity to transfer from ope prograrn'toanothei, to meet chOding
needs and better utilize volunteers' talents. Fourth, the pones:-

e tency of voluntary services is improved:through the con-stant,
support and supervision Of the.coordinitor. Fifth, the coor-

.dinatoccan work directly with any one of theservices as an
overload occurs before addiftonal volunteer's are necesOry.e
Sixth, the increase of4oluntter.services both in number of
hours and types of services more than t omperciate they
cost cif.the paid coordinator. This is dramatically illustrated
when records indicate that the cost of a coordinator's ,salary.
will often double or triple volunteer services.

The utilization of both a process model and a progfam model
will significantly increase the effectiveness and efficiency of
volunteers in educational programs. It is a meant Of providing
the huMan resources necessary for students to have productive
and rewarding.educational experiences.
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Recruiting
Volunteers

C

'h--1.4olunteer recruitment is a vital process that requirescareful
.planning. Aiecruitment plan can be formulated to meet the
totalvolunteer needs of a school or educational program or it
can be designed for special projects occurring at certain seasons
of the year. A concentrated recruitment campaign can span one
month or longer.. Recruitment is actually, a year-round activity,
but most organizations plan intensive recruitment efforts at
certain times during the course of a program year. For example,
one successful organiiation conducts special recruitment activi-
ties three times each year: 4eptember, following-summer vaca-
tion; January, following the December holiday 'season; and in
May to meet needs of summer prograrhs: Recruitment must be
on-going to meet new needs and to compeniate for yolonteer
turnover and attrition. .

For new programs it is imperative"that the recruitment process
concentrate on develbping,.k corps of dedicated well - trained
'viplunteers.ithesi fiest. volunteers will determine-Whether the .

program will be a success or a failtire. Many professionals may
139>apprehensive abobt having volunteers working with or near
them.; therefore, volunteers in a new program myst be able to

'<car,ry of their as fewinterruptipris of intrusions'
aSpossilpla.-,The 'cllrnate these first voluntOrs-ara,able ter set will
lead te.a.wicier.pcoeptarice of volunteetilby.fithdrleachers or
pr.ofessionals in the school or agency...They are truly,trailblazers

:.aritI &lust be recruited ac6rdirigIV.

Closely connected with the recruitment of,kklntegrs are th
qualifications or the requirements imposed by schopl districts.
These are generally stated in recruitment literature and advertise-
ments to discourage application by those pho can't meet the
requirements. In most prograrn4 hoOetifep: the requirements and ;
qualifications are minimatehdtu.svally deal with health, time
commitments and attitua:e to*ard Volunteer service..

. .t

A krochorq designed to recruit volunteers fat the Kanawha
;"County, VIA. Va., evening tutorial program ndtes that volunteers

need: ability to trine in with young people; interest in sharing
' experiences, successes and.failares; capacity, to listen witI

understanding and same proficiency in die chosen tutorial
subect area. " .
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SOU rces of . Potential volunteers include housewives, parents, .retired per-
Volunteers sons; professional, military or businett and industrial personnel

,pn off-duty or released time. Also,. college and high-set-10ot stu-
' dents are'good Volunteers. Befdre a recruitment campaign is

begun; there areseveral factors which must be taken into

P

a

consideration.

1. Local or state laws whict.t May place limits on the scope of
Volunteer serVice. -".

,r
2. Hour or seasons in which persons are available. For example,

if college students are being recruited; it is wise to remember
that their service will be cyclical heavy at the beginnin,g of .

a term and falling off as time for*final exams and term papers
apprOaches....

. .

3. Appeal of Certain Types of volunteer service to younfer people.

4. Availability of pUblics, transportation to arid from the" site of. ,
volunteer activity.

The Pasadena, Calif, SERVE program states that a volunteer
need not have professional training, but must have an interest
in young people and a belief in their ability.to learn and grow;
a desire to teach and to learn; ah acceptarthe of people of all
ages, abilities, backgrounds and personalities; anti a desire to
help: SERVE regulations are intended to protect the volunteers.
The first is a chest X -ray' required of everyone who works
regularly in a schoolL'and' the is signing in each time
,work is performed in order ta te covered by, workmen's com-
pensation (only if the volunteer works two hours a week or
more).

If the school-is open evenings or weekends, persons unable to
participate during the day. because of their jobs mayfind it
possible to volunteer during these times. Also, persons working
a night or midnight shift,may be apriroachedto Volunteer either
before they go.to work or oh their way home from the job.

Retired persons are good potential volunteers. A perSon who
has given twenty or nore years to a job, has accumulated a
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wealth of knowledge and certain skills that can be valuable to a
volunteer program. Many retirees desire to develop and main-
tain relationships with members of the younger generation. Vol-
unteering is a good way for them to develop such associations;
seldom is There a "generation gap" problem.

2

Parents and parent coordinators of Head Start or Follow
Through programs are other rich Sources for volunteers. If there
is a Head Start or Follow-Ttroi.igli-program in your area, the
director can identify for you' parents of Head Start graduates or
Follow Through volunteers. Since these parents were involved
in school activities, they can bring xgr,y inpresting experiences
to a volunteer program. Often, ttimlugh thei-ickevtous work,
these parents or volunteers have developed good working rela-,,
tionships with members of the school staff and can aid in the
identification of areas in which other services are needed. They
can also be invaluable recruiters of other interested people from
the community. r-
The basic message of any recruitment campaign is two-fold...
First, it must emphasize that the sponsoring agency 9r school
system recognizes the importance of volunteer service. Second,
it must hot misrepresent the job to be done by volunteers.
There have been unfortunate instances when potential volun-
teers were approached with a distorted pictuke of the nature of
volunteering: "It won't take much of your time.Justlet me add
your name to our list and we won't bother you often." This
type of approach does a disservice to the volunteer program, to
persons needing volunteer assistance, and to the volunteer.

The responsibility for volunteer recruitment can be delegated
to a recruitment or public relations committee. This committee's
membership should reflect a cross-section of the community
being served and fi=om which volunteers will be drawn. The func-

', tiong of this committee include: . ,-

1. Maintaining a current inventory. of the need for volunteers. This
inventory may be compiled from a "Request for Volunteer
Service' form received from teaching staff and volunteer
leaders. Ltd"'

,
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2. Maintaining a file of potential volunteers, including former
volunteers.

3. Developing a recruitment plan, including campaign timetables
and precise recruitment techniques.

4. Providing the primary leadership and direction for implementa-
tion of the recruitment plan.

5. Identifying the sources of volunteers, including civic, profes-
sional

... .
and community organizations, social and religious groups,

fraternal organizations, retired teachers and PTA members,
alumni associations, local universities, colleges, high schools and
independent schools, Head Start mothers, etc.

6. Identifying various community and neighborhood leaders who
can assist in the recruitment.

7. Handling public relations arrangements including newspapers
and radio and television stations for public service spot
announcements.

In a recent recruitment campaign, New York City School Volun-
teers made extensive use of media. Two television channels ran
one-minute taped spots during periods of peak recruitment
(September-October and December-January). A staff member
and a volunteer were interviewed on a day-time television show.
Another channel ran 60-second film clips on a regular basis,
while two channels showed a half-hour film supplied by a.
volunteer program. Twenty-second spots were shown on tele-
vision throughout the,year. To supplement this, radio spots
of 20-, 40- and 60-second lengths were used on most of the
city's AM and FM stations. Three of the major stations per-
mitted volunteers and staff to tape one-minute spots to be
broadcast at regular intervals, while four volunteers took part
in a half-hour interview show. .

Methods of There are three basic components to any recruitment campaign:
Recruitment Individual or personal redruitment, mass or public recruitment,

or delegated recruitment. .

ili
\,.
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Individual or This is a direct appeal on a person-to-person basis between
Personal active volunteers or working staff and their friends or individuals

Recruitment specifically identified as prospective volunteers. The person
involved in a volunteer program personally asks and encourages
another to join in. Follow-up is important since the first ap-
proaph may not evoke a firm response. A letter may be sent'
with written ciesbriptive materials. Then another personal visit
or phone call may help. Here, informality is the key.

Another technique that has proven successful is the "everybody-
bring-a-friend" approach. A party is planned or an open-house,
private tour, or other special event related to the volunteer pro-
gram is scheduled. The time when volunteers receive recognition
or completion-pf-training certificates is a good time to use this
technique. Each active volunteer is asked to bring a friend or
person who is a prospective volunteer. The prospect is not neces-
sarily "signed-up" at the event, but receives information about
the program, the need for volunteer service, and an understanding
ing of the goals of the program. The event should be well pub-
licized to assure maximum participation. Follow-up on the pros-
pective volunteers must be carried out after a short period of
time.

Several other techniques can be employed when the individual
approach is used. In peer recruitment, recruiters similar to
prospective volunteers are used; parents recruit parents, retired
persons recruit other retired persons, etc.

, A prospective volunteer may also be invited to observe volun-
teers in action or attend a committee meeting. This observation
may be just the thing to persuade a wrson to join the team. Or
the prospective volunteer may be encouraged to serve in an
apprentice role for a short period of time, performing certain
services under the direction of an experienced, active, volunteer.

The individual or-personal method is particularly good for new
programs as.it permits the recruitment of dedicated volunteers
who can assure the success of the program. Volunteers recruited
in this-irinner can be immediately incorpprated within the.'

jirOgram while their-eno thusiasm is still extremely high.

4
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Mass or Public This approach is an excellent one for established or rapidly
Recruitment expanding programs as its efforts are designed to reach a large

number of potential voluntebrs.to fill numerous vacant jobs.
This method shpuld e-followed uplsy a program of individual
recruitment. TeChnigJes for mass or public recruitment include:

1. Use of ads in local newspapers, military base newsletters, spot
public service announcements on local radio and television .

,.., stations and posters.'

2. Organization of a Speakers' bureau consisting of people who are
representative of the population to be reached. The Bureau
could include active volunteers, school staff, and perions who
have received assistance-from volunteers. It is important that all
speakers be prepared and capable of presenting information to
a variety of groups and organizations on the value and signifi-
cance 6f volunteer service. .

I . ,

..,

i

0.

3. Publishing a recruitment newsletter or contributing articles on
the need for educational volunteers.tO the school or the com-

_ _ munity newsletter,-Such newsletters should reach key organize-
tions and their leaders within the community. Follow-up
would include speaking to groups which these community
leaders represent.

4. Preparation of recruitment brochures or leaflets to be distributed
to places frequented by many peopleitYch as supermarkets,'
clinics, community centers, libraries, churches, movies,"shops,
clubs, etc. These can also be incorporated into business hand-
outs or flyers and mailed. Brochures and other printed materials
may be effectivein arousing interest, but personal follow-up
is necessary to obtain definite comrliitments for volunteer
service. .

..

5. Arranging for tours of the school or agency to be served as a
part of "open-house" programs. Such tours are good occasions
for informing people of the opportunity for volunteer service
and distributing publicity material.

6. Participation in the orientation program held for all new school
4 j personnel at the start of the school year..This is a good oppor-
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tunity to distribute information about the voiupteer program.
follow-up with those staff members expressing interest may be
carried out in a personal manner.

7. Preparatioh of letters to be sent to parents inviting them-to par-
IiCipate in the volunteer program. Often a letter which a child
brings hope may pique a parent's curiosity about a volunteer
program and encourage him to become a volunteer. Samples of
letters which may besertt home are found at the end of this
section.

School Volunteers far Boston (SVB) is another volunteer organi-
zation that relies heavikon public relations to recruit volun-
teers., Among the devices used in Boston are a weekly column
in the Boston Globe, "Opportunities for Volunteers," which
highlights the most pressing needs; features in various com-
panies' newsletters and magazines; free ads in local magazines;
distribution of SVB literature through the Boston Public
Library; donation of advertising space in 250 Metropolitan
Boston Transit Authority cars by Metro Transit Advertising;
distribution of information on,vOlunteers to newcomers in the
metropolitan Boston area by Welcome Wagon; and printed
shopping bags. To reach college students, SVB sent information
about its program to the alumni associations, guidance coun-
selors, volunteer coordinators and selected departments at
nearby colleges and universities.

Delegated It may be possible to delegate certain recruitment activities or
Recruitment portions of the program to a specific agency or organization.

Churches/synagogues, and fraternal; civic and social organiza-
tions within the community may be asked to announce the new
program and the need for volunteers. At their meetings or
services, recruitment brochures or leaflets may be distributed.
A person connected with the program may make a presentation
on the nature and scope of the program.

One thing cannot be overstressed! Never exclude any group or-
individuals from your program because they differ with your
point of view. It is far better to have them openly discussing
their differences than to have the plotting behind your back.

50
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Another resource may be the local volunteer bureau, a central
registry for individuals interested in volunteer service to which

I agencies make requests to meettheir volunteer needs. The
bureau tries to match the desires of volunteers with the needs
of agencies. Often the volunteer bureau can identify other
service organizations which can provide volunteers. It is possible
to locate most volunteer bureaus through the local Health and
Welfare Council, Community Chest, or Chamber of Commerce.

Volunteers in the Hartford, Conn.; schools are recruited by
the Voluntary Action Center of Greater Hartford, which co-
ordinates public relations campaigns, contacts agencies and .

conducts interviews.

A third possibility is to have an organization assume total
responsibility for a particular facet of a program. For example, ,

if a tutoring program is being organized, a group (e.g., National
Council of Negro Women) may wish to set up a library com-
ponent to complement the tutoring program. In this case, the
NCNW would plan its own program to dovetail with the tutor-
ing propram and would assume responsibility for'recruiting
the necessary volunteers to make the library component opera-
tional. Although it would be run by a different group, the
library component'would be considered a part of the total ,

school volunteer program. Such delegation of program com-
ponents may be planned for a single school or for an entire
-school system. It is important to see that all necessary arrange-
ments with each organization agreeing to accept delegated
responsibility are carefully worked out and completely under-
stood by all parties involved. ,

Several volunteer programs have designed and produced bumper
stickers to call attention to the need for more volunteers. In
Little Rock, the sticker says, "Care a little Little Rock Volun-
teers in Public Schools." In Boise, it reads, "Be somebody. Be
a Boise school volunteer."

One resource for volunteer recruitment which cannot be over-
looked is the effective and satisfied volunteer. The most success-
ful recruitment campaigns ice those which involve volunteers
who have fully enjord their participation. Personal enthusiasm

t) 1
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can be highly contagious and provide the spark to kindle interest
into a willingness to try volunteer service.

Sample fo)Ins which will be useful in a recruitment campaign'
appear on the following pages.

\ .

Parental Recruitment Letter

Dear Parents,

Our boys and girls are our most important resources; We share a common pur-

pose educating children. Many children need individualized attention and you

have had varied experiences which can help our children grow. YOU can help many

of our children in school. We need volunteers to help the teacher in ways which wilt 40

allow her to provide more personal assistance to our children.

If you are interested in serving as a volunteer, we will be delighted to hear

from you. The Volunteer Program is a project

sponsored by

We have attached a list of duties which can be carried out by volunteers. If

you have a *eclat ability or interest which has not been listed, please insert it on the

bottom of the sheet.

You are invited to a brief mooting to discuss the volunteer program in more

detail. ket us know if you Can come!

OR You are invited to meet with the volunteer coordinator to discuss your par-

., ticipation as a volunteer.

DATE:

TIME:'

PLACE: Sincerely yours,

Principal

r0 4,
volunteer Coordinator
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In Buffalo, N. Y., the School Volunteer Program Advisory Cckrrp-,
mittee launched an areawide campaign to obtain more volun-
teers for service in the public schools. As part of the campaign,
the Buffalo. Teachers Federation conducted a survey of teachers,
to determine needs. The teacher organization then worked
with principals to set up an interview and screening committee
in each school to match requests with the talents and prefer- -
ences of applicants. In addition, the Buffalo Council of PTA's
and school principals continued td retrait Volunteers from-their'
school community.

Community Recruitment Letter

(name of prograni)
NEEDS YOU!

Can you spare a few hours a week to help others? If you are interested, plan to join
our volunteer program.

The sponsored by
the

is developing a group of volunteers toholp children (adults) in our community.

Volunteers are man and women of all ages, from ail walks of life, who are willing to
servo on a regular basis. They are united in one common purpose a desire to help!

We need interested volunteers to help children (adults) in and out of the classroom
during school hours and after school. For furthei. information, please contact

at
and corns in to loam more about the program.

.In Duval County, Fla., the superintendent of schools has
appealed for vokinteer help in a mailing which also includes
information on the purposes of.the volunteer program and
'where to call for additionatin- formation. Another Duval County
recruitment appioach was the distribution of 80,000 letters to
all parents of elementary and Nnior high school students, urging

...them to participate in they volunteer program.

J o
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Sample Check List to Accompany'Reavitment Lett

I would like to:
(Chock all that apply)

1
'

Assist in the classroom.
Work with small groups f children.
Work with an individual child. .

Work in the library.
Assiit in safety patrols.
Makepoeters and displays.

Help with clerical chores.
Prepare instructional. Materials.

Act as interpreter for non.English-speaking children.
Act as a.resotirce person in

5%

Speak to classes on my specialty, which it

;
Help on the playground.
Other interest Isllease apecif0

.5

name address phone°

Day or daysl_can help: )'
Mon. Tues. _. Wad. Thurs. _ Fri._ 4.

Hours I can help: At home school

Other

.
In a Detroit community, the school prihcipal goes to neighbor-
hood block clubs and churches to invite and recruit black
volunteers, first involving them in the work, them suggesting any
training that might lead to further work.

A
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ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE:
FOR EDUCATIOVL VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

t,

Inquiry data
Name of organization
Name of contact

Number of members willing to participate on a regular basis
PriMary area of interest (Check as many as applicable)

Tutoring children
Working with delinquents
Working with dropouts
Working in libraries
Other (specify)

4

Interview date

Telephone number

Working with the handicapped
Working with the mentally waffled
Gimel school assistance
After-school program
Enrichment

Is the group interested in tht regular program or in developing a special program component?
If interested in a special component, please explain briefly

At what sitels) would this component operate?
p

Proposed time of service

Weekdays With what frequency?
After school 7) Weekly c
Evenings Bi-monthly.
Weekends Monthly

Are there any specific limitations on the service this organization can give? If yes, plena explain

Who will be volunteer coordinator for this project?
Name Phone number
Address

. *
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Front
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4" x 6" Education; Circle last year completed .Grade 6-6-7-84.-113-111-1.2 4

Sample Major Subjects \ Co Itege.1-273-4-;giaduati

Special Training-
,

A

ti

VOLUNTEER REGISTRATION FORM-
REgISTRATiON FORM

NAME
last , first

AbORESS Zip Ron,

Ails No. of °Within .___1.; Ages

OCOUpation employer,

'Address ehone'

Back

C

le

.1

Activities, Organizatione
.

Special Skills, Hobbies

Languages CS/ .7 Yls __No Insomnia

Voluntair Worh f..1=ired:

Children Handicapped In Office

Youth Indoors In facility

Elderly Outside In your horns

Time available:

Mon _ Tues. Wed. __f_Thurs. Fri
Sat. Sun Mornings _____Aftwoons

Evenings

Heard aboutvolunteir job from

Dare
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VOLUNTEER REGISTRATION FORM

Mr. Ms.
Last name first:

-Address
city

Phone numbs:

Person to be notified in emergency

7

, .

2.

stk. . zip code.
name

; ,

address e,phone number.

Physical limitations
Children:.

, -

Number .
,

Age

Education (Circle highest grade) 5 6

Position

Volunteer Ex lance
'kind orsiry Organiz

9- 10 11 -12-= Colisige,1 -; 2 3 .Draduaite '

Work parlance

Employer

Skills and Interests

.

Tutoring aids
Type of volunteer work preferred

reeding ' mathematics other (sOcifyi'
General school side Volinkeer Office aide
Enrichment aide

(indicate 4res' of interest)
Level of school preferred PreK Kindergarten _EkmentarY _____._SechndaryPostSecondary--
Choi* days andbours,you can serve:

IKON, TUES. WED. THURS. , FRI. Prefer working in neighborhood
.AM Prefer working out of neighborhood
P.M.

!

RFFERRED
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Volunteers

Interviewing Any organization that hopes to succeed knows it is necessary
Potential to have competent personnel. Coitpetence Can be defined as,a
Volunteers fitness for purpose and every job requires some degree of

fitness. .

`Volunteer programs Willbe effective to the eXtent tnat volun-
teers are competent for their,jobs. Thus, the success of volunteer:
service depends on fitting the right persbn Tcythe right*. This .

is the basic objective to be met in interviewing prospective.._.
volu nteers.

Some persons who have an-interest in voluriteer service are sur-',,,,
priied to learn that an interview is stapdard procedure. However,
prospective volunteers seldom resenrit, providing it is Managed
with skilland persona) consideration. The interview. can serve:,
to make the vOluhteer feel Importanficithe degree that it efripha7
sizes that a voldriper'g ability to per,form meaningful activities

- will meet specific needs otthe school or agency,..
Theinterviewing of the yOunteer is Usually done bys-the,volun-
teer doordinator,bufthisztask iney,bes shaied with others. ih

any case, tfie, persos Interviewing should have certaip and
Theyshould be skillful. in observing and be at ,ease '

,,yi(lieri conversing with strangers. Interviewers shciulcl also be
vetyfamiiiar, with the philosophy, and procedure's of the Volpe-. .

steer program and have knowledge of all yolunteer-jobs:currently";-.
available. It'iS extremely:hefpful it the interviewer has servedas
a volunteer'andispent time obserVing volunteers ictin aeon. This
.will enable the.mterviewer %give clear explanations cif vhatis,
expected. of,a volUnieer and what a volunteer carcexpictfrOrn
the program. ,

-
Although many think of interviewing era highly technical skill
practiced by a small' ntimberef'professionals, many of the tech-
niquespf interviewing are practiced OW ifi.ordjpary conversa-
tion. By building on that base of commbn experience, it is.easy
to acquire proficiency, in interviewing.

Interviewing is communications; With the particular purpose of
gaining khowledge of prospectiVe volunteers and determining
their potential to help meet the needs of the volunteer program.
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The goals of interviewing are: (1) establishing a friendly relation-
ship, (2) securing information, (3) giving information, (4) ptie-,
viding potential volunteers a chance to ask question?about
program, and (5) determining where they can be lised in the
program. The interview should not be,viewedes a selecting out
process, but rather as an opportunity to assure that potential
volunteers are placed in a situation where-they cah snake the
most of their time and skills and receive-the greatest Satisfaction'
'for the time given. .

'
The personal interview is an effective, means of becoming ac
quainted with the potential v6lurrteer, finding out individual'.
interests and developing understanding be err the-Volunteer
and the volunteer program. In the inteiiiiewloofential .

teers should,have an opportunity-tie express likes and dislikes, ' .
explain specializeti skills or experiences and'outlifie time avail-
able for volunteer,ing. . -

Group interviewing is another effective means of,detieloping.-
gopdwill arid uoder'standing betWeen Pieter:Aidvolunteer-sand
the program: While the opportunities toleeesilie personally
acqurainted andlearn'Of,indfiliduej interests
there are certain advantaged..1?ersbyis with-urgently heeded,

skills can be oncourged-to participatethrough a groupinter-
view. The fact ;het indi iduals familiar.:withthe progonven
expand community. pvfareriess May resuitin oth ers joining the
.program:.1t.may be necessary to folloi, up the-group with per -,.
sonal interviews .fpr :the snore interettedpeople. G mop
viewing has,spicial appitcafion when' clubs or organizations
assume responsibility folit',special component of a Opined,' .
program. ,

/ Effective inleivieitinideyelbpSfeelings of inutile! confidence"
petweenti.intefv.iewer,apdtheotenkial iiolunteer: As with-
ottier skiffs, pradt lee helps the interviewer becorne rriore
sUccessitil at otealing,thesefielings. Specific techniques that
oCan . ce 4 "

4 . , ,

. Putthe peteritial volunteer.at ease with,a warm 6teetirtcs Perforn1

an overt .Oct offehilLa cnair or takinTa goat. Sfartthe
cOnversatipmoith a geffeiviAeifiark abo,ute general tOici, Cop;

:
r
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4.7.1 `...
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0

tinue pleasant conversation until the volur;teerls relaxed. Re-
member, conversation must always be volunteer- centered..

2. Begin the interview by asking the volunteer bp explain what
Motivated his or her interest in the program.

3.

. .

An important interview technique isl,he art of questioning, 4.
Questions are asked for two purposes:Jo Obtain needed inform'a-

'tion and to direct the conversation into,partic,ular channels.
Open-ended questions are better than "yes" cn` "n6" ones. It is
'very tryiportarrtthat the interviewer be a good tistpner:'By asking,
brief and:relevant questions, it is,possilile to find out whether or
not the volunteer uod6rstands the' essential points which have 4

1 t,been made.

4. Weave an interpretation of the program ir4O.thecohyersation.
This is the art of giving information. The interviewer must look
interested and present the information in aninterestingmanrier.
The amount of information given will depend Cipo'ntheNo/un-
teer. One With special skills or,revious volunteer experience can,
be given in-depth information. An applicant wIth few skills or
no previous experience may be overwhelmed: by too much
information:

.,. ,. ,
.

potential. .5. Bedertain to. obtain-infamailon specifically related to pot'ential
. assignments. This might include physical limitations,,av,ailability

ota car, or definite time cdostraints. . '''' .: ,
,* ..

6. Descriptions's:4 poisible assignmehts can encourage-the volunteer
,to talk,about previous volunteer Or workexperiences. In this
manner, conversatiort can be directed toward educational and
life experiences; including personal attitudes. Specific assign-, .
merits are discussed in relation to the voluntker's experiences, '4 ,

interests;abilities and attitudes. . (-

%

.?. 7. pOn't permit an interv iew to drag on. It shduld be just !Ong
enough to liecoine acquainted, to find out aboutthe volunteer's
-interest and rpotjvations, to proiiide information about the
pr gram to answer questions, and to discuss potential assign-
rPent. Normally,Aan interview maylast up to a half hour.

'6d
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Selecting Those
to Serve

8. Where possible end the interview with a specific assignment. Be.
' certain, however, that the volunteer has a clear understanding

of where and when to serve and what next steps must be taken,
such as X:rays, orientation, etc.

9. When the volunteer cannot be placed, be honest and explain
that there is no assignment consistent with the volunteer's quali-
fications. Subterfuges, such as waiting list or future interviews
annoy and disappoint and can make the potential volunteer
antagonistic toward the program. Another techniqbe to use in
such instances is that of referral to othervolunteer programs.
Such referral should provide the name and address of a specific
person, but should not be made unless theinterviewer believes
the volunteer will qualify fbr the other agency's program.

A sample form of an interviewer's report appears on page 66.

The selection of voluriteerS should be guided by the goals of the
program. These, goals, in turn, should'serve to reinforce the
philosophy and objectives of the school or agency.

Therefore, the primary selectiOn consideration is the capacity of
volunteeis to extend services to the student, schools, or agen-
cies. A secondary consideration is the satisfaction and enrich-

-

ment volunteers experience through their service.

Individual qualities to be considered during the selection process
include:

-4, A basio acceptance of differences in people, values, standards,
goals, and ambitions coupled with respect for individual

- integrity.

2. Warmth and friendliness in relating to people.

3. Respect for the principle of confidentiality:

4. Commitment to the concept of volunteer work.

5. Possession of knowledge, skills, experience, hobbies, and

61
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'INtERVIEWER'S REPORT

Specialized areas of interesii

Type of volunteer opportunity desirech,

Tentative assignment:

School: \,....

Days:

Hours:
-

Orientation assignment:

Orientation Completed:

Interviewer:

Date:

I.

.

.. .
interests that lead to a constructive cbntribution to the
volunteer program.

, .

6. ReCognition of abilities and resources possessed by others and
willingness to accept these talents. '-

7. Mental alertness, readiness to learn, sense of humor,-and the
ability to grasp new, ideas and accept work evaluation by
authorized supervisors.'

8. Sufficient sense of organizational procedures to be able to_
accept discipline and work happily within a structure.

9. Maturity of outlook and sense of personal security enabling

) 6
one to fupction,without continued praise from others.

,
, "'" A

,,
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Assigning the
New Volunteer

4

W. to neither impose personal values on others nor judge

others by personal standards.

Each volunteer should be selected according to the job to be
done, the-qualifications required for effective job performance,
and the attitude's verbally expressed and indirectly revealed.
Experience indicates that volunteers who are carefully.se-
ledted demonstrate a pattern of more regular service over a'',
longer period of time. Yet, witha careful and a, sedsitive
assignment policy, most programs find spots; for alldesirihg
to serve, regardless of the uniqueness:of an individual request...

The careful assignment of volunteers can be dne of the mos
significant procedures in the operation of the volunteer pro-
gram.,By assigning responsibilitiei" which correspond with, their
talents, interest's, anji pdtential capabilities, volunteers can be
given opportunities to contribute to the enrichment of the
school or agency program, and simultaneously experience per-

sonal satisfaction.

It is important that the volunteer'understand the nature-of a
proposed assighment-completely. For this purpose, written vol-
unteer job descriptions are a big help, Clear consensus on job
expectations from the beginning can reduce the likelihood
of later disappointmeOt and dissatisfaction. The need for con,
sensus on what the job entails is parainount if the new volun-
teer is to remain with the program any lingth of time.
Failure to define adequately the role to be assumed by a
volunteer is a major reason,for persons drOpping out of vol,-
unfeer programs. As most volunteers ahe ready,to Work im-
mediately, assignment should be made as soon as pogsible%

with the volunteer's experience, skills and interests clearly in :
mind. A volunteer job description appears' on the next page:

As the actual assignment of a volunteer aurally occurs same-,
time after the initial interview, the volunteer 'should I:recalled
and given, the details of the assignment. This leleptione,calt
should ,be 'followed bya letter telling where and when' to re-
port. The letter should alsdgive explicit diredtions on'how to.
reach the school or egency where he or she will. be working.
This would include directions to appropriate public transpor-,
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4.

Volunteer Job Description

Type of work:
Purpose of job and objective:
Duties and responsibilities:

Place of work:

Contact person:
Address:

Phone nunibior:

Minimum durition f job:

Volqnteer qualifications n ad: (education, training, experience, age, mobility, etc.
when applicable)

. :

Orientation and training needed:

Other necessary information:

7
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tation. The volunteer should also be told what office to report
to and whom to see. While these are simple things, they can
make a volunteer feel at ease when beginning the assigriment.

There are four other assignment techniques which serve to

strengthen a program:

1. As soon as possible, notify the volunteer coordinator at the
schopl to which the volunteer has been assigned. Specify the
day and hour the volunteer will be reporting so that the
coordinator will be prepared.

2. At the same time, school personnel should be told of the
volqnteer's arrival and' the job to be perforined.

.

3. New volunteers can be assigned in teams of two. Thus, a feel-
ing of comfort and security is derived from entering a new
si uation with someone else who is also beginning the same
n w experiente:

ci

4. I any program there are some unattractive jobs (such as fill-
ing out attendance sheets and filing) which must be per;
formed. Rather than assigning them to one volunteer, let all
at one location share them on a rotating basis.

If a suitable assignment cannot be made immediately because
of non-matching time, transportation difficulties, etc., the -

volunteer should be told the reason and be encouraged to
participate in orientation meetings and other general- activities.
In this way, the interest of the volunteer issustained and
some of the essential training can be completed prior. to
actual volunteer service. It is much better to involve a volun-
teer iri training rather than delay any participation until a
specific job assignment can be made.

6'
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Volunteer
Orientation
and
Training

6

When designing a training program, an administrator or 'a co-

ordinator should set three basic objectives:

1. To orient volunteers and to train them for the jobs they are
expected to. accomplish.

2. To orient staff members to the program and to show them
how to use volunteers effectively.

3. To provide on-the-job training and assistance for volunteers
and professionals to meet needs and solve problems which
arise at volunteers work.

While this chapter is concerned with volunteer training, the
objectives of a total training pr'ogram for all involved volun-
teer, professional, and administrator -- must be considered
through all planning..

A prime ingredient for a successful-volunteer program is a well -
informed and competent volunteer. Such.a volunteer will be
knowledgeable of the objectives of the program; will thorough-
ly understand what the role is to be And will be equipped

-with the skills necessary to make the ,bssignment a pleasant
and personally rewarding one. iOne way to achieve such com-
petence is through a sound training program. Anoth nefit
of training activities is that they are a means of inyolvin
volunteers in the program quickly thereby maintaining heir
interest and developing their skills before they receive a pe-
cific job assignment. Through training, volunteers may dis-

cover they are more interested 1.in anothectype of assignment
than the one for which they, onginally'signed up. ,

'
Everyone has a need for knowledge, growth and new experi-
ences; every person wants to learn new things. Those who
volunteer often have an especially strong motivation to-learn.
They want to learn how to help others and hoW to help
effectively. This eagerness will. make the job of the trainer a
rewarding one. Each person Will-bring special skills and knowl-
edge which can be shared with the group. In turn, that per-
son wilt want others to share 'tf eir'. special abilities. But a
good training program will not only equip volunteers with

0G.'
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new skills and ,techniques, it will also ve them an oppor-
tunity to learn about themselves and too come more .aware
of-how others see them. At the same time, t allows for 'a
heightened aware ess and sensitivity to other . This auxiliary
learning will occur hile the .group is learning new skills,
working with each bother and learning about volunteer pro-
grams.

Volunteers gain new knowledge from the training situation.
During training, each should be able to learn by looking at the

- group and at oneself. One of the objectives of training is to
help the volunteer incorporate a new knowledge of ski sand;
techniques into a new awareness of self and others as he or
she prepares for the volunteer assignment.

Training may also make, new experiences possible for the vol-
unteers. From the training situation, the volunteerzay gain
new friends, new interests, a feeling-of-belonging to an-brgani-
zation which extends beyond the boundaries of a neighbor-
hood and new contacts with a variety of people. Most impor-
tantly,. each'person will have a chance to do things with
others, perhaps things never before. attempted.

One may well ask, how can all these objectives, both program-
oriented and personal, be met through training activities? It
is important to remember that while some of these objectives
must be planned for, others occur simply through group
interaction.

A)rtraining activities should be conceived of as a total pro-
gram, including the following components.

1. Orientation to the volunteer program

Pre-service trlirrtng-fore accomplished

3. Orientation to the specific job site
4'

4. -On -going in-service training on the job
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Orientation

In planning training activitiel",-it is necessary to make a dis-
tinction between orientation And trainine,9rientation ac-
quaints the volunteer with the policies, prOcedures and goals
of the program and sponsoring agency or organization. Train-
ing should develop concrete skills to accomplish specific tasks.
Orientation should be an inKoduction to volunteering and
to the school system or the ag-"/ the volunteer will be serv-
ing. I should also give the volunteer an understanding of what
the role will be. The training that follows orientation is more
specific and operational. It should be so structured that the .

volunteer knows immediately why materials are presented and
how they will be used on the job.

Orientation sessions should give the volunteer an overview of
the total program, in well as general information on the group
or individuals with which, he or she will be working. Orienta-
tion should take no more than two sessions of two hours each.
Preferably, it will be done in one session so that volunteer
interest will not wane before specific job assignments are made

)`'
Meaningful orientation activities would include:

1. Objectives and aims, policies and procedures of the program.

2. Brief survey of the development and operation of the school
system, agency-or organization the volunteer will be serving, .

including itsproblems and needs.

3. Geral characteristics of the group or individuals thP;volun-
teer will be assisting.

.

. .
J.

4. The role of the volunteer in the school or the ageficy setting.
, . ?

These sessions may be conducted by the toz)luntetk coordinator
with the-assistance of school or agency personneftand experi-
enced volunteers. ,

While there firs many ways in which orientation may be ar-
ranged, the following format has been used with success.in
many educational volunteer programs. The session Will take

68
from three to three and one-half hoqrs and is usually sched-
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uled for. the morning since most volunteers are free at that
time. However, "orientation sessions should also be scheduled

, for the afternoon or early evening to accommodate volun-\teers who cannot attend a morning wee ing. This will be
especially true for after-school or evening . utoril, programs.

Although orientation sessions have been held for as many as
50 and as few as five people, the ideal group is composed of
20 to 30 persons, allowing for more group interaction, yet
not freezing shy people into silence. Therefore, orientation
sessions should be scheduled several times a year. Usually,
there is little need to have orientation afterEasker since most
people interested in volunteering will then wait until the fall
rather than begin so late in the school year.

Sometimes the problem arises as lo what to do with a volun-
teer who comes in just after orientation. Do you make an
assignment or do you make the volunteer wait until the next

1 orientation. Do not make them wait! By all means contact an
understanding principal. or school, coordinator and assign the
volunteer there, until the next orientation. There are many,
means to an end and a good volunteer should not be turned
aside because he or she had the misfortUne to come in the
day after orientation. -

.. ..
Sample Orientation
Program

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Registration of new volunteers and coffee hour

9:00 ; 9:15 a.m, WelCome Presiding Officer
The presiding officer may be an experienced volunteer, a

\ member of the steering or advisory committee, or a*person
closely associated with the volunteer program. Preferably,
it will not be the coordinator qr administrator of the pro-

\ gram because that individual is responsible for a large seg-
ment of the orientation activities.

9:15 - 9:45 a.m. "The School (Agency) Today" Member of the school
A systeni ors agency staff

1 This presentation should give an,overall concept of what the
I 63 -
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school or agency is attempting to achieve through its curricu-
_ lum or program.. It may include an oveall. description Of how

the schoo system or agency tes, What its problems and
needs are and what the volungfhas done or can do to meet
some of these needs to support the total school or agency-
program. As a general introduction to volunteer service in the
schools, a film (srich-as="The Art of Human Giving," pre-
pared by the Des Moines Area Community College) may be
used in this portion of the orientation.

9:45 - 10:45 a.m. "The Volunteer and the School (Agency)" Volunteer coor-
dinator or staff 'member
This presentation should interweave

- a description of the volunteer program and how volunteer
service is used to support the pro'gram of the schools or
agency
the goals and objectives, policies and procedures of the
teer program, and
areas in which volunteer assistance is needed and the skills
required for each job. . ,

Itavailable, slides, a slide- cassette presentation or a film show-
ing volunteers filling a variety of roles should be used.

The coordinator may also wish to include facts and' figures `On
the amount of service giVen to the school system or the
agency by the vokinteer program.

Volunteers should also be given material containing the poli-
cies and procedures of the program Sand outlining possible job
assignments and the skill requirements for each. Often this
material is incorporated into "A Handbook forWolunteers."

_10!45 - 11 :60 a.m.

11:00 - 11:45 a.m.

Coffee Break
This will allow for an interchange among volunteers and the
speakers.

"Roles - The Volunteer and the Professional"- Panel corn-
posed of school or agency staff and experienced Volunteers.
This panel, Composed of no more than three or four persons,
should explore what professionals eicpect of volunteers. Ina



1 1 :45 - noon

4

vidual presentaticins shoCild run no more than three-7 .

minutes to allow ample time for questions fromthe audience.-

"Volunteer Assignments" Volunteer cop:dilutor
Thereh is disctission with vblunteers, answering qtiegions;,,' ,

Which have arisen during orientation.,Followingthis, ycllun:7
teers receive theft assignments. Those'who have indicated
areas of interest requiring additional trainirkaie.notj'fiethot
the training schedule. Those to serve Is generaCassistanti7are
notified when and where to report. `..;
A recent _orientation session for Oklahorna7City's schobl ,,

teers featured a statement on the school sysien* philosophy; .

a review of "new" approaches to learning; and a panel discus-
iion of the roles of the principakteadher and volunteer. The
morning program also included a rundown an such procedures
as assignn,7ent, training and recorc/Iceepirli. ,t, i

0
OA

The Canton, Ohio, City Sdhools use'eithera.
tation session or personal interviews to revlei fv.vvitla the vo lun-
teer the basic philosophy of the Canton School Volunteer
Corps, various lunteer needs,and the .role of the volunteer in
the school progkm. Emphgs7s 'is pieced on the -volunteer's '-
commitment to the school, student, program and,comniunity.

Pre-Service Following orientation, all,volunteers not working' as general ,
Training school or classroom assistants should receive pre-service

training. ,Such sessions are necessary. for those areas of volun-.
teer service'wfaich demand special skills such as:

1. One-to-one or'small group' tutoring In are-as such as readitig; 5.
- math, science, etc.

2. Conversational English for non-English-speaking children. .
3.Pre- kindergarten prbgraips.

. 4. School library assistance.

5. After-school tutorial or recreational programs.

..
, .
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6. Adult edtcation programs.

7. Media and audio-visual equipment rriaiptenance.
. . , .

. .4

8. Other speciaLareas defined by the,needs.and'obleativesof the
program. ,

r Q a

inaddition, volunteers, w.i4rneed .ipecjallied training if they are
are tp use-programmed materials such as Distar Reading..qr.-the
Houghton-Mifflin math series, etc. -'

In'NeWYork City,'orien'tation is part of the pre-service train-
ing courses conducted monthly for neat t!,olunteers.at.the'

a .program's central office. Courses.also are held locally from
thfie.tortime when:volunteers.cannot travel conveniently to .
the dentral office. Instructors,are professional staff memberi
arictaxperienced volunteers. One of the pre-service course
offerings is.reacling,-,a second trains Volunteers in English-as-a-
secripd-lartguage program, Each c=onsists oi'five sessions, two
and One-halphours in length. The Yirst session is,a general
Orientation to the schools and the volunteer program; in thf
'next four, volunteer's Work on techniques. .

While the specifics of any 'twining activities must beworked:,.
out to meet the needs of each volunteer prpgram, 'there are
several 'elements which willbe common to any pre-service
training prOgrani: . ,

1-1. 0y,ervjew pf the area for which 'training is given k.

Volunteerweed to be given some background on the area in
which they will be working. For example, i a Volunteerwill
be 'assisting a teacher aing the Sullivan spading program,
Project Reid, he or she should be acquainted with the phil- ,

osophy underlying the programandthe-o15jectives it iettp,
to attain. Given this baste information, the additional
methods and materials the volunteer receives have perspectiOe

and greater meaning.
. .

2:Principles of human growth and development for the age
group with which the voltinteer will be working '':- "how
people learn"

.6lements of
'-11-aining

.
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achieve-the-greatest ilegree of effectiveness, Volunteers
shoujd.begiven a general outlineof how people learn and-
what-factors can be used,to stimulateleaming. For instance,
motivating,an adult to learn basic reading skills itdifferent
from motivating a junior high'- school student, Working with a

sixth-grader on mathematiCal concepts requires-in approach
different'from the one used with a second-Oder because the'
difference in age impliet not,only a difference ih the materials-

N used but alto'a differencein the way the pupil absorbs.the ..., -.- 2,

materials'. An understanding of, maturational differences Will,

enable thevojunteer to adjust the materiarto meet-the tutee's
deedssand.caneliminate part of the.time-consUrning,
error, approach.

. .
.

1/4 3. "General characteristics of the gra,up or individuals iht volun-
tier will be assisting '

people'are different but .ceripin*differences can be charac
" teriied. As,dn'example, younger children usually have "shorter -.

a tie n ti o n sparis than Cagier childrenand, therefore, need...* ', shorter units of:merk and a wider variety of activities t6 teed' .-,
a concept. Childred Who have difficulty reading may tenctu
tanpn-verbal land need to handle,abjects rather than, just talk
about,them.'inonilerto cginceptualize. Making the volunteer
awarei3f certain learning characieristics-pf the group
Which)-he qr she Will be working gives additional-skill iii hoW .

, to Cue in ona*Probelm andhelp remedy jt". -
4. Definite

,.
objecttyesIO-be met through volunteer assistance

in additidn td having a perspective on the area in ,which they
Will be ,wokcing`and the people they wilkbe assisting, Volun-

,, teerS _should -havea clear-cut understanding of what they are
seeking tb:atcqtriPlish '7- what their goals are. -The setting of

,objectives-js beneficial 'tcithe volunteer because it suggests an.
'end which shoUld'beYeached within a" given time. To illustrate

point, volunteers whp are working With children for
om Engirsirsis-kiecond language Itnoliv that the goal is` to

.eqb o' thatchild with enough EnglishAi participate fuhi in
-the sroom. Therfore, -time spent building an EhgliSh

w. endteaching basidstructural patterns:They will .1
irate on the finer poirdscrif grammar, bidwill

leave this f later inst4Ation.once. the "thild, can commUni-
"73-.4 -
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cate"with some facility in English: In this_case a clear-cut goal
has determined ho'w the volunteer will approach the tutoring
situation and how to proceed.

5: Specific activities to be carried out to `meet the objectives
Many aspects of training serve to give the Volunteer a sense of
security and confidence when the assignment begins. One of
the, simplest is,to..present activities which the volunteer can
adapt and modify to Meet thespecial needs'of the pupilS xo
be assisted. Leading aides should try butr.for example, -

activities they can use with students. haVing difficulty h

.consonant blends, or blending word parts or understand g <
what they read. These activities give the volunteer a starting
point from which to build. (ken a volunteer haridbook or
gpideboolcprepared by the program will contain specific
activities for volunteers to carry out as well as suggest ways in
Which other activities can be developed.

6. Materials, games andideas for volunteers to usii;
Hand-in-hand with specific learning activities go other mate-
rials and games-which can make learning fun. Volunteers are

I usmally very resourceful people -arid, given a few basic mate-
rials, can create what they need to meet a, given situation.
Therefore, basic instruction in making charts, graphs, pictures,
puzzles, etc. and operating different kinds-of equipment such

as tape recorders, projectors, etc. will lead to imaginative uses
of this equipment and materials*by volunteers.

7. Definition of the volunteer's role in relation to professional

staff-
Equipped with aspects of the knowledge and skills outlined
above, a volunteer must know what the professional (teacher
or other staff member) expects. His or her goals and, to some
extent, the goals of the program are tempered by professional
expectations. Once a volunteer knows what the role is to be,
he or she then has a framewor,k within which to work. A
definition of the volunteer's role should be in:specific rather
than general terms. It not enough to say that a -volunteer
will provide supportive services to teachers and handle various- ^,
clerical tasks. The duties of the volunteer should be specified,

-i.e., check attendance, fill out health forms, prepare seat work,
/
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Developing the '
Training Program

etc. Clarifying the role which the volunteer will assume marks
the beginning of a comfortable working atmosphere in which
both the professional and volunteer know their duties and can
act as a team to carry them out. ,

8. Definition of the staff mernber's role in relation to the r
voluriteer :, °
cyst as the role of the volunteer must be defined, so.must be
the role of the professional staff mernber as it relates to the
volunteer. Within a school situation, not only the teacher
with whom the volunteer will be working, but also the prin-
cipal and other staff Members should clearly understand how
they support volunteer service. Through role definition, the
professional will know what supportive services a volunteer
can provide and how to utilize these services to best-advantage.

For example, one program specifically outlines professional
responsibilities for volunteer service. One area in which volun-
teers are used is the developmental classroom,, a program for
first-grade children unable ,to perform at the level necessary to
learn basic academic skills. Teachers know that they are ex-
pected, to explain the program to the volunteer. They review
the use of materials and equipment within the classroom
which volunteers will be'using to develop spatial relationships
motor skills, Janguage development,' social skills, etc. They
are also encouraged to include the volunteer in planning
class activities. Thus, the volunteer and teacher are able to
work as a team with each having a clear understanding of

'what his or her role in the partnership is to be.

In developing the training program, the following suggestions
, can prove useful:

1. Keep the training practical and specific because volunteers
don't want to hear much professional and educational jargon
and gobbledygook. Remember this is a.training session, not a,
six-credit college course! Keep lecturing to a minimum.

2. Use a variety of techniques: role-playing, buzz sessions, re-
ports, etc.

a

7
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3. Involve local specialists who can give solid, substantial train-
ing. If funds will-allow fOr consultants, don't overlook outside
persons who may have a new approach. .

4. Prepare good visual aids and written materials for use in
training.

5. Use experienced volunteers to help train new volunteers.

6. If possible, have a comprehensive training manual to give to
volunteers.

7. Teach in small groups so thereCan be stimulating discuss'

8. Plan a second training meeting after volunteers have be
working a month or two. It's hard to grasp everything/ e
first time you hear it or before you've really worked on the

9. Get expressions from volunteers of what they neei and want
in the training. Gear the training to these suggestions. Have
the volunteers evaluate what they are getting. Complete evalua-
tion of training is a must) Use those who have/been trained
and those to receive training to determine wtiat works, what
additional elements are needed, etc.

T
t"

echniques There are many ways of training volunteers or professionals.
of Training Often many programs will use the lecture' approach because it

is one of the easiest methods, from the toner's view, of
passing along information to an audience. However, it is not
always the most successful because it requires little audience
participation and response. Unfortunately many audiences
and volunteers are no exception have the tendency to "tune
out" when deluged by a flood of Words. This does not mean
that a training program should never include lectures; certain
topics may best be presented in a lecture. This is only to sug-
Oestsome alternative training techniques which may also be
used.

1"..)
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1. Role-playing
Role-playing is an accepted way, for participants and audience
to learn a variety of skills and to gain insights about hurhan
Behavior. Those being trained often enjoy and learn quickly
from role - playing -Ft-is a directlearning experience in which
the learner lives through the situation being acted splt. Role-
playing also involves many group members. and develops,
before the audience, data about human behavior and human
relations. It provides a common experience for group discus-
sion and helps people gain insight into their own feelings and
the feelings of others. Through role-playing many feelings,
attitudes, and behaviors can be demonstrated before a group,
and information can be presented.

Role-playing also gives group members a chance t ry new
behaviors and,skills in a laboratory 'setting. Here, they can
make mistakes which would be unfortu'nate if made in a real -
life situation. Role-playing will also enable your_ trainees'to
try out new behavior in front*of 'their peers rather than in
front of the people with whom they may.;be viorkitig.

When doing role - playing with your training grdup, keep these
steps in mind:
a. Have a direct& responsible fear' the- procedural aspect's of '

role-playing, -thus getting the total group involved,
b. Determine and-define.a pr'oblerri to-be, role-pld'yed.
c. Establish a situation.
d. Select-and cast role-players.
e. First brief and then warm lip players.
f. Act out the situation.' It is 'important tO cut the _role- playing

when the essentials have been played.
g. Discuss the situatiiinvit, h role-players and audience anal9i-

ing the "play" to see what has been learne8 or eevealed:'
he.situation can be re-played if this seeMs'worthwhite..

h. Man for the use of'insights gairiad or new skills learned.

When initiating role-playing with your group, it is also impor:
tant to use a simple, non-threatening situation which-can be
understood easily by the group., Be careful withlhe selection

. of role-players because people,mutt feel reasonably comfdrt-
able aboui playing-a-role. Situations which would invoke

1r .,
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personal exposure should be avoided. Make sure the players
and the audience are convinced that the actors are portraying
roles and should be observed only in tetms of the role being
portrayed. It is a good idea to give the role-players a name
other than their own to reinfcirce the role idea.

'it IS best to use role-playing onlc if the .problem in question is
one involving problems in human social relations'and their solu-
Lions. Conduct role-playing without too much planning or
preparation. The value of role-playing lies, in the spontaneity
-of the players' reactions.

I..pok for more information on role-playing in_Chapter 9,
"Wing Students as Volunteers.", .

, .2. Video- oaudio-tape vignettes and case materials i /
The taped vignette is a helpful teaching device through which
a group can see or listen to a situation on tape and then dis- /
cusslt. If there are particular situations which you want pre-
sented to a group, you can even have the volunteers produce
their own. The'trainees can be given a case, that is, a sum-

. mary of a probler4 or'situation, imaginary or rear, presented
in such a way that it will provoke discussion and
tionp to the problem. .._. .

.-
When. Using either 'of these-techniques tie trainer mutt be,
sure that the audio-visual equipment needed is available and
is in. working order. It is also imperative that a compe,tent

'i ,operator of the equipment is present. An entire training ses-
sion can be ruined when the movie projector has np bulb or
no one knows how to operate-the tape recorder'

I Buzz groups
The "buzz group" is a device for getting ,many pers9ns in a
large group invol 'ed. Two or three people . "buzz'" with one
another for a shor eriod on a specifid question. Other sib-
groups ihclude cluste 'Scussions and "discussion-6' -6," in
which six persons meet o minutes to discuss a particular
question. After discussing the problem 'in the subgroup,
back is then given the group as a whole.

76
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Use subgroUps. In working with those in your training group,
remember that a good way to involve each one of them in
discussion, in thinking and in problem-solving, is simply to
divide the group into`srnall subgroups to tackle a question or
a problem. This increases participation by Creating a situation
in which each member of the group feels more responsibility
to participate and more comfortable in doing so in front of a
similar group. Each member of a subgroup is more apt to
speak up and say what is on his or her Mind.

4. Worikshops
A workshop is commonly a gathering of people for the pur
poses of receiving information; exchanging experiences, train-
ing, and directly participating in activities related to problem-
solving or skill development, Workshops may use specific
teaching skills for demonstrating the use of particular materials
or equipment.

5. Movie forum
The movie forum is a program which includes a motion pic-
ture, then a speaker, followed by a discussion led by a skillful
leader. The leader might supply the group with an outline of
questions which would guide their thoughts while viewing the
movie.

6. Panel discussion
The panel discussion'iS an informal conversation between
several persons in front of an audience. This provides an
easy transition from panel to audience discussion, but re-
quires a skillful moderator.

'7. Brainstorming .,
Brainstorming is a kind of inforfrial "group think" session. It
usually works best when the question to be discussed is
simple, when judicial judgment is ruled out, when free-wheeling
is-welcomed, when all ideas are accepted, and when a corn-

,: bination and improvement of ideas are sought. The value of
this method is that everyone can participate (groups range in
size) and judgment is ruled out. Also, out of many ideas, a
number of usable ones usually enietge. Participation is at a
high point,everyone's idea's count.

7 a
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8. Lecture alternatives ,

The lecture-forum is a formal lecture followed by a period for
discussion and questions by'the audience. The plus actor of
this method is that facts and information are supplied. The
negative factors include the difficulty of heavy dependence on
one person and only brief questiohing no real audience par-
ticipation.

The lecture-discussibn group is a device where both the speak-
ers and the participants interact. After the content has been '
presented, the audience asks questions, makes comments, and
enlarges on points made. .

On-fhe-Job Before beginning their assignments, volunteers should have an
Orientation on-site orientation informing them of specific policies and

procedures of the school or site where they will be working.
While these policies are important. for any agency, they are
even more crucial if the volunteer is assisting in a school situa-
tion. Such orientation may be handled by the school principal
or chief administrator of the site or his designee. It may also
be conducted by the site volunteer coordinator. Regardless ,
of who conducts the on-site orientation, it should have three
major parts and take no more than one session.

1. Getting acquainted with the work situation should include an
introduction to the administration and staff, as well as a few
facts about the immediate community, the agency or school
they serve. At this time a tour of the plant can be given noting .
exits, fire drill route, lavatories, supply and bookrooms and
eating; smoking and parking facilities. A brief observation of
classes den also beiven.

2. The volunteer coordinator or staff person should inform the
volunteer of administrative responsibilities which include filling
out the time sheet, reporting absences, using equipment, -etc.

3. It is important that the volunteers be informed of all pertinent
policies and procedures. This should include scheduling, dis-

' cipline of students, releasing children to adults, use of tele-
, phone, homework and notes to be sent home, use of school
or agency keys, use of custodial services, etc. If possible, the

A 8 k)
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voluteer should be given a copy of the.handbook listing all
procedures to use while serving in the school.

Once the volunteer is assigned to the person with whom he or
she will be working, on-the-job training is under way. For
classroom situations the teacher should discuss with the newly
assigned volunteer,

1. The educational level of thd class.

2. Special problems within the class.

3. Class routines and 'procedures.

4. The specific job the volunteer will do.

Additicpnally, the volunteer and teacher should draw up plans
for peeiodic meetings to discuss the volunteer's activity in the
classroom as it relates to the stUdents.with whom they work.
Before the volunteer begins each should have an opportunity
fo observe at least one class session to get the feel of the
situation he or she will be entering.

Volunteers assigned to general duties in the ool office,
health room, playground, lunchroom, etc., hould be briefed
by the person in charge of that area or b the volunteer
coordinator.

I

Continuing Provision should be made for in-service volunteer, training
Training during the year'. This will give volunteers an opportunity to

discuss problems .which" have arisen while tutoring and to
learn 'new techniques to meet these needs. Other training may
be scheduled to instruct volunteers in the preparation of edu-
cational aids and in the operation of'various machines and
audio-visual equipment.

If desired by both, special training sessions to handle a prob-
lem or situation may be planned and executed jointly by
volunteers and school or agency staff. Volunteers should
assume responsibility for preparing and presenting non-

81
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professional materials while staff-members handle all prO-
fessional aspects.

Volunteers should have other opportunities to broaden their
scope. They maybe encouraged to meet as'a group at least
once a month to strengthen their morale, improve the iquaiity
of service,.and foster an esprit de corps that is vital for an,,.
integrated program. Opportunities to hear outside experts in
fields _related-to -tte_ypiulguLwpri49a,..w...rbea source:6nm.
spiration, motivation and knowledge.

Volunteers should be encouraged to engage in a variety,of
activities directed toward increasing their own competence.
Some suggested activities are:

1. Attending schoolifaculty or agency meetings by invitation.

2. Attending workshops in specific subject areas.

3. Attending relevant conferences. ,

4. Observing skilled teachers of volunteers.

5. Reading pertinent books or periodicals.

6. Reading curriculum guides or agency operational policy.

7. Consulting informally with staff members or other volunteers.

To improve the quality of the program, voluhteers should be,
encouraged to develop ideas for better volunteer, service and

relay them to the volunteer coordinator for follow-up. An-
other aspect of volunteer service should be participation in a
community or civic organization which has improvement of
the schools or service agencies as one of its primary objectives.
As the ultimate consumer of the educational process, parents,
in the long run, can bring abput more meaningful changes
than "community" organizations can. Thus, voltinteer service
can turn into citizen power in action.

8
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At the state level, the Florida State Department of Education
obtained Federal EPDA fuhds (Part B and DI to develop and
sponsor a training program for school districts interested in
implementing or imProving volunteer programs. Through
regional training workshops, the. state department familiarized
persons responsible for programs ivith' various approaches used
in volynteer activities. Training materials were designed to
assist coordinators in identifying roles,lproblems, responsibili:'
ties and techniques for carrying out an effective volunteer
program to meet local needs. The training module developed
for the project was tested in the Des Moines area schools in
so-operation with Project MOTIVATE of. the Des Moines
Area Community College.

V
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Orientation
and Training
for Professiona
Personnel

To realize the full potential Of the sery es they give,
vital that volunteers be welcomed and ccepted e pro-
fessional staff of the school or agency h ey.will be
working. Volunteers should be made to eel that they are a
part of a team a_team whose major objective' is tb proVide
a quality edpcation for children and others.

In many instances, volunteers, vgell-trained for their assign- '
m,ent, find that-the-prcifessional with Whbr6 they are to work
cannot fatly use the volunteers' talents. In the majority of

,cases, professionals do not fully utilize the volunteers: abilities\
because they are unsure of what volunteers can do or because

"they are reluctant to relinquish a portion of their duties, even
the Don-professional ones, to another, Therefore, 'such an atti-D
tude of uncertainty limits what volunteers Can hope to accom-
plish even before their assignmentsbegin. Reports from estab
lished educational voluriteer programs indicate thit when pro-
fessional staff members have a full understanding of tne role
of volunteers, they accept therrkreadily. Tha, when one
teacher uses volunteer assistance satisfactorily and shares this
knowledge with other teachers, they, too, become willing to
have volunteers in their classroom. _

Actually, staff Orientation begins when teachers request volun-
teer-assistdnce. Teachers should:'

1 1. KnOw,why they want volunteers.and what they expect volun-
teers _to do.

.
2. Be clear on the& feelings about other adults

I
in the classroom.

3. Have a clear understanding of what volunteers can and cannot
/do. -

"t
4. Be able to corrimunicate ,With volunteers.

'While the World-of-mouth approach is one way to inform
''.13rofessionals,,-of the value of volunteer service, a developing

program must have é- naethod to inform, larger numbers of
profeisionals of volunteer benefits. Such Orientation actkities
for pFofessionals, coupled with on-going assistance as they
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work with volunteers, is one way to accomplish the desired
effect.

There is ready recognition of the;.need to train yolunteers, but
often little is done to "teain",stalf members to understand,
accept, and assist volunteers. Many of the negative or question -
ingattitudes and concerns of the educational staff can be

, modified by advanced planning and thoughtful orientation ,
which directly involves them. Also the frequent turnover

. the school staff (especially in low-income areas) indiCate a
need for continuous orientation to the benefits of volunteer
service. It is important that such orientation shouldOinvo ve all
the staff members, both professional and non-profession I,
administrative, teaching and clerical. Such an, orientatio pro-
gram might be given during "released, time" period, k

Components of a Ail' orientation for staff should have as' its prime purpose an
Program explanation of the roles volunteers can fill and what part

must be played by staff members to allow for maximum
"penefit from volunteers. Five sub-goals grow out of this
objectite:

.1. To acquaint the staff of the school or agency with the goals

lT.and ofthe volunteer program.

2. To define areas of curriculum or program activities which can
be carried out.11y-volunteers.under professional supervision,
by describing skills and techniquevgilunteers will have in a
given area and by demonstrating materials volunteers oan.use.

4

3. To equip staff members with techniques for fostering sound
interpersonal relationships with volunteers.

4
4. TO interest staff members in in-service training and assistance

as they work with volunteers.

to the
. ,

5. To explain the need for' effectiv
improvemkt Of the volunteer pr

aluation leading
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Planning for When planning the orientation session, involve all persons
Orientation necessary to make the,program successful administrators,

teachers and volunteers. Involving them in the pla hind will
bring into the picture different perspectives on th role of
the volunteers and should suggest additional tool, which
need to be brought to the attention of all staff memberi.=,

.p Allocate adequate time for staff orientation.'Ample,time,
should be allowed for full and open discussion, particularly
if this is the,first time volunteers are to be used at a site.
The uller the understanding,of.the program is, the greater

f the chance for success. Finding'sufficierit time may be diffi-
cult; peiaps the timesallOited for staff developnen
used for orientation. Orientation should take noUckrf th
one half-day meeting at the most. Regardless of tim4,7plan .

to keep the atmosphere relaxed and infpiTnal, but well
., organized. A pot of hot coffee iselso a,good idea.

In acquainting staff meMbers with the goals and structure Ot
the program, the procedure used should be similar to that
Used with new volunteers. As a general introduction to vplun--
teerisrri and as a demonstration of the.various assignMents_
often given to volunteers, audio-visual presentations should be
considered. Since one goal of-staff orientation isio develop
the concept of 'the,tearra approach, volunteer-Staff pairs who
haVe worked togetWwith `success should be tised. They can
be- effective, jri 4tressing the .heed for meaninlful. interpersonal
'reletionshiPs. Staff,meryilie'rs already skilled in the utilization

;cif!vOliinteers may "be used to define the role of the profes-
sional... 'relatrolito the volunteer.

e 4
r

Manti f not all, df the training tecliniguesputlined in voiun-'
teer training Can hetusyeiri orienting the slaff.:Cornbiyirig
severWof the techniques fends' variety-in the orientation
seisiorand h&lp keep interest high.

,
thereare many fOrmets'whith may be.used forfthe orieinta,

opn
61 the staff. A session for the staff at a ipccifiC site is

nly one suggestion. Another alternative, would be to-have a
'session including some new and Someexperierided volunteers .

Who serve in, a: school; or related, agency.; Whatever the format ,

.at3
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used, the emphasis should be placed upon helping the staff
. understand. the values to be derived from volunteer participa-

tion, how volunteers can extend the service capability of the
school or agency and the vast range of competencies.

The desired result of the orientation session is to obtain staff
co-operatipn in the implementation of the volunteer program:

. In the final analysis, the success of volunteers in the educa-
tional setting depends upon the" de.gree of positive readiness."'
Of the staff to work',with volunteers, and-vide versa.

An alternative-format, for siafI51.rentation is'a jpint.volunteer-
staff orientation. Benefitsi5ther than common understanding
of goals and practices can be realized through this type of
joint activity. It can, fpi example; lead tohealthier volunteer-
staff, relationships. Joint sessions can also 'reduce the time and
energy expended on orientation prOgrarris. This format will
also enable the volunteer to becotne acquainted with the staff
member with whom he or she will be working.

Regardless of what format is used, a successful orientation for
staff will make them feel comfortable with volunteer assis-
tance and increase 'their- interest and desire to use volunteers..

The Volunteer Handbook prepared by School Volunt ers, for.
Boston reviews the types of services pemermed by vol steers,
es well as discusses the role of the volunteer; the teach rrs -
and the volunteer chairman. The book 'sugge,s4 to teaChers
that when their volunteer arrives, they clthefolloW

. 4. .,..

'Tell the volunteer why his services Were requested.. -
Allow time for conferences,initiallyfandperiodically ',

,; Acquaint the volunteer with the entire' classroom s tting.
, , Inform the volunteer all ur children's needs for in ividual

-., 14. , , attenuon. , .:' :, .- ,

for;N 1.4 . 4 I''' 1 ,. niqfcus.r.rfith.-thei, volt/meg/. thegoals the child. .' ,--i0 -.
fps - 'Shure material being Q.sed.,,,v ,: ,

1,. . :4: Work es a team, teacher and volunteer -- in, helping the
chilcIt .o achieve. .,

-.
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Volunteers

When planning for a new volunteer program or expanding one
'already in operation, the use of students as volunteers should
not be overlooked. They often can bring to a program a spprk
of enthusiasm and empathy which older volunteers have lost.
Because of the relative closeness in age between them and the
children they - assist, they are frequently able to view the child
in a manner different from adults and may be able to establish
a, stronger rapport with y unger children. The child being
tutored is also less like see them in a parent or teatber role;
rathert he or she is mo e p one to view them as an older brother,
sister or friend.

Benefits from using older students to assist younger ones accrue
to both the tutee and the tutor. Results from several pr grams of
cross-age tutoring demonstrate that while both tutee anti tutor
gain skills, often the gain made by the tutor is greater, Such
tutoring activity has led, to enlarged vocational aspirations,
greater empathy for theclassroom teacher and growth of self-
pride as a result of a tutor's work as an "instructor." I rl addi-
tion, such a tutoring experience can be relevapt to the tutor's
later functioning as-a-parent and employee.

Among other jobs which,student volunteers can perform are
'..,assisting in remedial reading, foreign languages, science, art and

'physical education; providing noon and after-school recreational
actiyities and reading stoyes to younger students.

. ,

I'
Otheriesks include.sporti coaching, assisting on field trips,
working it the school office, and helping handicapped students.

High-School Tutors 4 , Across the cOUbtry, many locales have had great success using
high:school students as volunteers. A model f or a high-school
volunteer prograrnispn'next page:

Unique Characteristics

. Each building principal re ruits tutors.

2. Each building principal organizes hiSOr her own orientation.

3. The classroom teacher trairs the tutor assigned to him or her.
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High-School Student Tutors Model

(
r

High School

Principal J

dr.

4. The purpose is strictly tutorial.

5. In some cases there is utilization of the school psypologist as
coordinator of program.

Strengths: C
(

1. Indivicyal attention from one s etific person is provided.

2. Staff involvement tendsto enc urage thinking in terms of
individuals. I ..-

. .. . 1 . . .
3. Self-image of tutors improved.);

o ,)
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4. Closer staff co-operation and involvement through this type of
planning.

Weaknesses:

1. Pressure of school-work assignments may cause tutors to step -
or not apply.

2. Some parents object to letting high-school students give up
. their own time.

3. Teachers may not follow through with supervision and guidance.

4. Professionals assume the tutor can do more than is possible.

If the program is an ail-of-school program, recruiting high-
school volunteers is a fairly uncomplicated matter. In addition
to the regular methods of recruitment outlined in the chapter
on finding volunteers, high-school students can be located
through contacts with teen clubs and recreation centers. School
and church youth groups are also good sources for potential
teen volunteers.

High-school students have established a history of successful
volunteer work in hospitals as candystripers, nurses aides, etc.
There is no reason for:their notachieving a similar level of
success in education41,:programs. One added benefit derived
from the use of studdnt volunteers is that such volunteer experi-
ence can lead to related job.fielels. How many girlsand boys
have entered nurses' training because of a rewarding experience
as a cendystriper_while in Nigh schOol?

. .
In scheduling high-school volunteers, care mustbe taken to see
that volunteer work doe's not interfere with the student's regular
school program.

Once high-sChool students have been recruited for out-of-school
programs, they must bdgiveathe same orientation and training
as Other volunteers, preferably in mixed groups. (Don't train
all the students as one little groupl) When'ste4dents volunteer,

, there should be very clear explandtions so that they thoroughly
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understand what their purpose is and what they are supposed to
accomplish. Once involved in the program, students will often
pinpoint'areas in which additional service is needed and, being
action-oriented, suggest ways in which the needs can be met.
So coordinators bin your toesyvhen using student volunteers
because they can really move a program I

i.

Incorporating studentsintoan in-school volunteer program may
be a bit more difficult; however', the positiVe results more than
outweigh the problems. Areas of concern toile coordinator

4,.
wanting to use teen volunteers during school hours include re-
leasing students from classes, planning for transportation and
defining the role of the student volunteer. : ,

.... -

Once you have decided to use high-school volunteers diking',"
school hours, the first step is to identify aredsin which they
can serve.-In addition tO regular, tutoring activities, high-school
studepts have been used effectively in physical education, art,
nusiccand drama, programs at the elementary level. These serv-
ices are especially needed in schools where specialists in these
areas are avainible only a few,days a we or not at all. Student
volunteers can be used to maintain a day to-day progrAm for
yOunger children in these,fields. One school system has found
high-school Volunteers particular)y effective in working with

- children in the special education program, as well as in pro-
viding onetto-one enrichhient activities for gifted children.

After the needs have been idertiffied, the potential program
must be sold to the high-school principal. Many principal's will
be amenable to the program if: (1) the elementary schools at
which the students, will be working are close enough so that
transportation is not a problem, (2) the student volunteers have
clear-cut duties and responsibilities and are well supervised and,
most importantly, (3) volunteer service' does not interfere with
the student's attendance in major subject areas.

Good planning can overcome the problem of the function of .

the student Volunteerand his.or her supervision. Using a high
school near the tutoring siteC"Vvill overcome the problem of
transportation. As most high-school students have. periods for

-91
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study hall.or "personal inquiry" built.into their schedules,
there is time for volunteering.

In the San' Antonio, Texas, Independent School District's tutorial
program, about-100 students from three high* schools use their
study-hall periods and other free school time to he /p an equal.
number, of elementary school pupils with 'their schoolwork. All
tutoring is. done during school hours in half-hour sessions, with
the tutors allowed 15 minutes to travel to nearby'elementary
schools. When being tutored in reading, children read aloud
from their books to their tutors. In cases Where a student can't
identify words, special flashcards are made for later use. Tutors
employ available teaching materials which may not be suitable
for use in large classes and have designed their own teachingaids.

.

If the principal is agreeable to the project, the next step is-for
him or her to assign an interested and willing teacher for act as
high-school coordinator. This teacher, working-very closely with ;
the volunteer coordinator, will recruit students to erve as vol-
unteei-s, assist in scheduling the time of their service and gen-
erally serve as liaiion and contact between the high school and
the school volunteer program.

In many instances such an interested, concerned teacher
been the sparkplug for establishing a high-school volunteeLpro-
gram. In one city, such a prodittm was started by a Family Life
teacher while searching for possible projects for the class to carry
out. Since many of the students were interested in working .

with young children, she, approached the school to discuss'the
possibility of the class working as volunteers. The volunteer
coordinator was excited about-the idea and, the two of them
drew up a plan whereby, the high-school students would tutor
students in reacting and math and assist in the kindergarten
program, working on a staggered basis duringthe Family Life
class period. The students accepted the plan and the principal
agreet1 it was feasible. Thestuderits began volunteering and in
one semester, the idea Of school-time volunteer service had `'
spread to ether classes. Other teachers agre?d to release students
from class as long as their work remained satisfactory; and by
the end of the school year, over fifty stkdents were working as
volunteers. In a twist on the normal end-bf-year recognition ti

0
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Col. lege Tutors

r

proOam foolunteers, the students decided, to honor the ele-
mentary pupils with whom Alley had worked and invited them to
a partat the'high school. This school-to-school progl-am is now
in its second year of operation and has spread to two other high vt,
schools in the same city.

p

Supervision of the high-school volunteers is also handled In.an
interesting manner. Although students must signin, as do all
volunteers, they also replan to a parent. who serves as volunteer
student coordinator. Thqs, if for some reason, a student cannot
be presetit, the parent is there to fill in and keep things moving
smoothly.

For some students, working as a volunteer can also count for
college credit. A list of some of the coli and universities
which give credit for volunteer work h ben compiled by the
Oklahoma City Public Schools, working'W rth the National Stu-
dent Association. For more information, write Helping Hands,
Oklahoma City Schools; 900 N. Klein,' Oklahoma City, Okla.
73106. r ,

College students form a potent volunteer force. In 1971, theb
National Student Volunteer Program {NSVP) estimated that
8Q% of.U.S. colleges and universities had volunteer programs
involving 400,000 students. At that time eleven states had state-'
wide student volunteer programs 'and twenty others were plan-
ning them.

Although the student volunteei movement is considered to,have
begun at Mic iganState, in the late 60's, California now appears
to be at the f refront of this movement. One program, Pr.oject
SHARE, use twelve thousand college andhigh-schoolvolun-
teers to pro 'ide one-to-one relationships, both at home and in
school, to a i equal number &pupils from three hundred schools
in fifty distFFicts.

/, . ..

The tasks College students undertake are multitudinous; in addi-
tion to tutoring they also can serve as club leaders, work with
phydicallY, emotionally and mentally handicapped pupils and
build plaY equipment. ,

).
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College Student Model

Dean of

,College

of

Although there-are many possible models for college volunteer
lir programs, a typical one is:

College

Student
Coordinator

College

Student

ti

Unique Characteristics:

1. The elementary education major has a direct apelence in a
public school during his or her junior year.

2. The student reports to specific school for one semester
(morning daily).

Principal

Classroom

Tee&ier(s)

Students

fe,

3. The following semester the student begins his or her student
teaching at the same school.

Strengths:
1

1. The student is actuallyinvolved early in the teaching process
rather.than being liMited lo observation.

2. The'studerl is ableto participate in team effort.
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3. There i&the opportunity to observe at all levels of instruction.
wJ

4: ParticipatiOr in-student teaching becomes more meaningful;
/ ' 4 /

9
Weaknesses:

1. The break in the school day to returrr to campus,forcourse ,

work./

2. Feedback from campu's coordinator tO and from the school.

Elementary Many school systems are now using older elementary pupils to
Tutors tutor yoGnger ones, with academic gains and personal growth

accruing to both. An older cl-Od is able to gain firsthand
d' knowledge of what it means t help another person and gain

an insight into the role of the teacher, thus making the edu-
cational processmoreneaningfulior him or her. A younger child
gains personalized attention from one nearer his or her own
age. Such a tutor is often better able to empathize with the
problems and difficulties. The utilization qf elementary pupils
as volunteers is an effective way to individualize instructions
and promote the growth-of self'esteem.

4 '4

ib
Because programs can be easily established within the school,
the movement of students from one location to another is Pb
problem and the older titudOts can be available on short no-
tice. One elementar school model is on next page. \

Unique Characteristicsi

1. Use of intra-school,and inter-class 9roupings.

2. Ability to capitalize on unique skills of alder students to assi
younger students. ,

,
3. Reinforcement of basic skills of some older students as well as

those of younger udents.
"at

St rengt4;

, 1. Enric twortunities availableto all students.

1,9 5
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Elementary Student Tutors Model

Principal

Primary

Teachers

Tutees

. 1

Intermediate
Teache'rs

-tutors'

2./lotal staff and/student involvesnat.
. 4.4

'3. Promotes total school cohesive ss.

4. Constructive use of students' time.

5. Reenforcement activities ncreased for both older and younger
,students.

Weakpes es: J
1. Loss of interest on the part of some tutors.

2. Personality conflicts between some tutors-teachers and,some
.' tutors-tutees.

3. Lack of time for teachers to plan for tutoring activities. ,

Although both the child tutoring and the child being tutored
gain from the experiehce, research shows that the gains of ttie

n
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Training for
Student
Volunteers

/

/

tutor, especially if an underachiever, are greater than those of
the tutee.

At one elementary school in the Mehlville, Miseouri School
District "big brothers" and "big sisters" from the fifth and
sixth grades help first- and second-graders with reading during
recess. The' program offers a concentrated period of practice
in reading tailored to the specific needs of each child. One
approach being used is for big sister to make an assignment
each day. Little brother reads the assignment to someone in his
family each evening. The following day, big sister asks little '
brother comprehensive questions that big sister has developed
the evening before. After discussing the story, little brother
reads it to big sister. Faculty members at the school find that
the program is of mutual benefit for both sets of students.

Older student volunteers should receive the same program orien-
tation and pre-service training as do adult volunteers. In providing,
pre-servid6 training, one can consider using two techniques
which have been effectively used in training-teenage volunteers.
The first of these is role- playing, a way of learning from acting

) out various problems and situations; the second is workshops.

Role-playing is an important effective training device which, for
many reasons, can be used both irpre-service and in-service
training. It develops fullness of feding and empathy for the

-situation. By acting out and watching,how other people might
react in a given situation (e.g., a volunteer meeting a tutee for
the first time), students learn to anticipate problems and to
practice dealing with possible problems so that they will have
confidence when such problems arise. Role-playing also helps
by putting the student into anqther's shbes in order to create
a deeper understanding of that ether person. Asked to play a
tutor with a disruptive tutee, a Student is persuaded to think
thrqughlhe problem and to practice dCaling with it in a non-
threatening situation. Through the process of acting and then
disdussing with others what he or she did during role - playing, the
tutor becomes more aware of his or her own behavior, and is
better able to confront a similar problem inactuality.

9.-1
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Role-playing, in short, is an interesting, fun-filled, and meaning-
ful way of helping your tutors to feel more comfortable in a
role which is new and sometimes threatening.

Conducting a 1. Where to begin
Role - Playing a. Chat inTormally with the students as a group to get an idea

Session of what they are thinking about, what is bothering them:
d out what scares the m most about tutoring-- what

spec! iprobleiris they h e. . -:. ..

i b. At first, o not discuss wh t role - playing is at length for it
may make e students self- onscious. Have your tutors
think about some problems they might be interested in try-
ing out. Make the problem sp ific so that it is easier for the
tutor to slip into the role. Set tl e stage, use props if you
have them..

c. Start with common problems of i terest to many members
of the group. Begin actual role-play g with brief situations
lasting only a few moments just to rt things moving and
involve people. Encourage an easy, sl , informal atmosphere.
Humorous role-playing situations are g dd ways of getting
shy-students into the act. At fifst, it is b tter to avoid actual
tutoring situations; instead, start with so ething more famil-
iar (people riding pn subway, kids arguing ver a comic book,
etc.) as ice-breakers. ,

d. When getting started, multiple role-playing m y be used. Here
the entire audience forms into role-playing gro ps, the size

4 ofthe groups depending on the number of parts tpants re-
quired for the particular case. All groups role-pla simul-
taneously. Afterwards, each group discUsses its re Its. This
method makes people less shy very quickly. ' ,

e. The role-player must not break out of his role-playin for
intellectualizing or discussing. You as direct& can int rrupt
discreetly when necessary (if action is lagging, if confi nce
is needed; etc.), but essentially the flow qf role-playing bould
not be interrupted because participants Will lose interest. \

0
.

2. Getting Actors

/ a. Discussing problems which members of the group want to se

acted-out gives some idea of who might volunteer. D'uring N
the session, watch people's -inovements and head,shakel to

/ \

9 is
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see who is becoming involved, who shows a desire to par-
ticipate.

b. If you build interest around a problem, you'll find that your
tutors will be eager to role-play.it. Don't pressure people, but
make an effort to get a person-into the act.

c. Don't encourage "actors" or those who are overltea5er to
try too much. Sometimes the sessions can be monopolized
by a few "hams." Ideally everyone should experience a-try.
Don't rush into the role-playing SituatiOn but lead into it
gradually.

3. Closing the Session
Toward the end ()teach session talk about what you have seen.,
Help the students articulate what they have learned front the
role-playing. Help them-to see the different ways in which
people react to situations. . . that there is no one right Way to
handle a problem but that some ways work better than others.
Try to,ma4 them aware of any observed movement toward
solving a problem: The group, from watching each other, will
have much material for discussion.

4. Additional Tips
a. As students become ore adept at role-pl 'rig, add new

,techniques to your su rvision. While the role-playing is going
on, manipulate the role ; e.g., make the volunteer more aggres-
sive or the child more w thdrawn. Change theattitude"of the
persbn being role-played e.g., have a child who is happy,
suddenly become depres d. ,

b. Encourage the tutors to do mare surprising things: to move
around more, start singing or dancing kicking wastebaskets.
Point out the effects of change of pace and movement.,

'.c. Have a person play someone of a different age or sex.
d. Try to concentrate More on the problem than.the behavior

of the role-player. Emphasize in discussion that the purpose
of role-playing is not to develop actors but rather to develop
more effective tutors.

Training In many training programs, workshops are highly successful
Through because they allow for learning by actually doing rather than
Workshops the more passive and traditional kind of learning by listening
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and taking notes. Workshops are an excellent way to give ele-
mentary students skills they will need as tutors.

Teens and adults alike often tune out long verbal lectures be-
cause somehow the material is not releVant to them. . . they
are riot involved. Workshops prevent apathy by allowing
people to work with the materials as a means of learning how
to use them, with the result that learning is more immediately
relevant and challenging.

Of course, everything can't be covered in a workshop. Some-
times lecturing to. a group is necessary to present certain mate-
rialsefficiently. Thus, it is important to be selective in setting
up workshops. Choose a problem which an be generalized

', from. . . in other words, set up a workshop from which a std..
dent can glean ideas to apply in other situations. What he or
she learns must not be so specific that it can be followe'd only
once.

tr

t
tn the following pages some workshops are suggested for you

adapt to your program as you see fit:

1 Making Materials for Tutoring
Student-made games and materials should be an important
mainstay of programs. Students tend to invest more of them-
selves in things they -make, and they are likely to use these
materials with more enthusiasm. Also, they, themselves, learn
since making materials requires a certain depth of understanding.
And, of course, each child responds more to something thaf was
made just for him or her. The following are a few ways of stimu-
lating students to make their own materials during training. One

r good way of stimulating self-made materials is by having only a
few commercial games and materials available.
a. Give the students copies of SPICE or one of the reference

manuals suggested under references. Have each tutor select
a game suggested in the book and actually make it.

b. Next, have the students make another game which does the
same thing as the game they have copied but which takes a
different form, thus forcing them to'be more creative.

c. Give each student some paper, paste, a cardboard box magic
, markers, and scissors. Defihe a problem to be solved (for

10i1 o/
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example, teaching synonyms) and have each one develop
different game to solve the problem. .

d. Give each student a magazine and,have him or her cut out and
mount pictures which he or she feels would most ,inspire
children to write stories. ASk him or her tostry pictures on
another student having that student suggest a story to gO
with the picture. This exercise will give practice in asking
stimulating questions about pictures.

e. Show the students the pictures that you have chosen and ask
them to write a play for the younger children to act out.

2. Administering Informal Tests
Students may wish to administer some informal test to tutees
at the beginning of the program to point out any outstanding
pardblems. Within the school system there are probably several
reading specialists who could help you find an.appropeiate infor-
mal \test. Several useful tests include:
a. Phonics Inventory Tests

Some programs have requested that a reading specikijst pre-
par,e two one-page tests on phonics.

b. The Dolch Word List
The ,most important thing to remember is _tht since the stu-
dent is not a remedial reading teacher, he or She should not be
asked to adminisfer a technical reading test. A simple, clear-cut
test or checklist seems most appropriate to the skills and under-
standing of teenage tutors. Whatever test\yOu give the students
to use be sure to give them time to practice administering it
(or a more difficult verison of it) to themselves during .
training.

3. Using Audio-Vi al Equipment
As students go hrough the following activities with various
audio-visual ai s, they should learn how to operate the equip-
ment and hovf to use it creatively with their tutees. In your
library ,you Ight provide a copy of A-V Instruction: Materials
and Method r(Ica-aw-Hill Book Co., West 42nd Street, New
York, New oi.k) for the tutors to read in their free time.
a. Cameras !

Cameras have.proven to be very important and effective
teaching materials in many tutorial programs. They pro-
vide the means for children to take pictures of each other....
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and of things they see on trips and other special events.
These pictures can be used to motivate and illustrate stories
and booklets produced by the tutees. Since the children's
own writing should form a major part of their liriguageex-
pericrice in tutoring sessions, cameras are a wonderful help

' in-stimulating original written and oral stories.
.b Tape recorders

Tape 'recdrtiars have proven a valuable asset in improving; .1.,

Language skills. Children love to speak or read into them and
, then listen to,themSelves talking. Students are proud when

theynotide the. improvement in their bwri, as well as their
tutees' speech. e ,

cs. Typewriters
Like cameras, typewriterS are an excellent device for stimu-
lating children to write their own stories. The large-type
primer typewriters have proven particularlyvaluabte becauSe
the type is inviting and readable by younger children. Inoue
program there is always a waiting line for the typewriter. Both
tutors and tutees use it tutors, for typing the tutees' stories
and, even more frequently, for preparing teaching materials.
Younger children are kften motivated to write stories and
letters just because it fun to.pick out words and see your
own words appear in officiat-looking type.

d. Record players and records
(1)
Go to the public library and visit the record room..Find the
children's section and select records, both singing and speak-
ing, that could be useful in tutoring. Play some library
records in training sessions, discutsing how they might be
used for tutoring.
(2)
Find records with catchy lyrics and rhythms that tutees
would like. (Tom Glazer's "On Top,of Spaghetti" is particu-
larly suitable.) Type words to song on a ditto master. Later,
copies can be passed out for a song fest.

e. Film strip projectors and movie projectors
Borrow some film/filmstrip catalogues from your school's
A-V Center. (or visit the center).
(1)
Give each student a catalogue. Have him or her look through it
and select three films or filmstrips which he or she would want
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to use in tutoring. Ask the student to plan three lessons around
the selections which can be shared in discussion with
other students. °
(2)
Show films and filmstrips (hopefully one that was suggested
in the above activity) and discuss how the machine is run.
Take turns showing them and consider various tutoring
Methods which would make imaginative use of it.
(3)
Gi.v.e the students the challenge of finding out whererirryour
areas, filmscan be procured. Check the public libraries, the
public school, and the schools of education at nearby uni-
versities.

-

4
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What Is career
Education?

Why Career
Education?

1U.

Career Education: ,

!mit tions
fiDi Volu tears

Career education is the Tajo response to the need for reform
in public education. It has the potential for reshaping the course
of American education from e primary grades through post-
secondary education. Car ere ucation activities, because of
theirieed for resources fr m t e community, also offer in-
creased opportunities frorrithe rvices of a wide variety of
volunteers.

Although there is no one acc\ept d definition of career education,
proponents have isolated the fol wing basic assumptions:

1. Career education is for all per on the young and the old; the
handicapped, and the gifted; t e oor and the wealthy; males
and females; students through elejmentary school to graduate

- school.

2. Career educatiOn attempts to a
`school with marketable skills.

3. Career education actiViti&-contrinOte to the development of
self-awareness and choice ofgoals.

4. Career education includes partnerships between academic and
Occupational educators, schoorend home, school and business,
industry and organized labOr, bg\tween schools and manpower
training programs and occupation and leisure time activities.

e that all students leave high

5. Career education is vitally concer ed, with providing persons
with expanded options through w ich educational goals Can be
attained. °

The fundamental concept of caree education is that all types of
educational experiences, curricula instruction, and counseling
should involve preparation for econ rfilic independence, personal
fulfillment and for the dignity of w Akers.

At the present time, the American e u
to meet the needs of many students.
the young adults who complete high
school have not received an education;
employability. Part of the difficulty li'

tonal system has failed
year nearly 25% of

of or drop out of
e essary to guarantee

s ith the dramatic



changes which have taken place in the world of work changes
which the educational system has been una1 e to keep pace
with. The following are a few examples:

1. In 1956, for the first time in US. history, vhite- collar workers
formed'a larger portion of the labor force han did,blue-collar
workers.

2. The number of working women has incr ased dramatically.
According to the Department of Labor tatistid 90% of all
women in this country can expect to b gainfully employed at
some point during their lifetime. In 19 0 women were only 25%
of the work force; they now number 38%. Projections indicate
that the number of working women, ost of whom Will be mar-
ried, will increase by 22% in the next we years while the num-
ber of male wage earner's will go up o ly 9%:

O
<,

3. Increased technology has caused a d cline in the number of jobs
available for unskilled labor and thi pool of jobs will continue
to diminish. Opportunities to enter any field unskilled and learn
on the job are shrinking.

4. Technological change requires al ost continual training and re-
training to develop.job skills: Pro ections are that the worker of
today can expect to change jobs from seven to ten times during
his lifetime.

5. Changeiin work requirements ave had tremendous impact on
family structure. For childrens the family often has ceased to
'become the chief educational 'Unit. With both parents working,
"the horse closes down for t e day." Friends and social activi-
ties tend to come from occu ational contacts rather than from
the neighborhood and exten ed family, thus providing less of a
social setting in which child en can beiincluded.

How Would In grates K-4 programs would seek to develop occupational
i Career Education awareness and self-awareness. This would be accomplished by

Activitiet Be exposing children to many/kinds of jobs which exist and help-
Implemented? ing children become awar of their individual abilities and

interests. Such a program caribe carried out by analyzing the

I

10
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existing curricula for opportunities to relate activities to the
world of work and self-awareness'.

In Susie's third-grade class activities are related as closely as
possible to the world of work. Ten parents (including Susie's
mother, a lawyer) volunteered to talk tq the class about their
jobs. Susie's group is preparing a report'on a talk given by an
interstate truck driver. They visited a truck terminal and an
instructional aide helped them videotape what they saw.

The group's report will include an illOstrated map showing
where the truck driver went in the 17St two months, a simple
analysis of the cost of hauling good and'a description of the
various' employees, using the videotape to show some of them
at work. The group is also preparing a bibliography of what's
available in the school library on the trucking industry.

Four other groups are working oh similar projects stemming
from talks by an inhalation therpist, a restaurant manager,
an electronic plant section foreman and a county social worker.
The class continues, its daily work in language arts, social
studies, arithmetic, science, art and music which the teacher
relates to the career projects in every way possible.

On the intermediate and middle or junior high level, students
should begin a program of career orientation an ci exploration.
Pupils would start by undertaking personal exploration into
several of the areas in which they ate, interested. Such explora-
tion would include contact with the world of work, hands-on
opportunities, use of in-school simulations andiout-of-school
experiences.

In Akron, Ohio, sixth-grade economic students were provided
sessions on foods, home management, consumer economics
and child development, while ninth-graders are sponsor d by
local members of the National Alliance of Businessmen as
they research the business world. Other ninth-graders e plore
horticulture, constructiqn, photography, sheet metal f brica-
tion, and automation in the school district's career labs.

10u
4
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In senior:high school, a student begins career specialization and
job preparation. Using the knowledge acquired in the two previ-
ous stages, a student moves into a selected career cluster. The
ideal program is a unification of academic and vocational sub-
jects, thus eliminating a form of educational tracking.

At this point it is imperative that the student be given the
broadest choice of options within the chosen career interests
while retaining flexibility to move from one interest to another.
The major goal of this stage is to assure that every graduate
leaves with useful skills whether post-secondary education ,`
is planned for or not. A secondary goal,is that schools provide
place ent services ta assist all students to locate either a job or
ane ucational program for further career preparation.

Bef re a student can,be graduated from Issaquah High School
(We hington) he or she must acquire salable skills. The school
pro ides an impressive range of programs to meet this require-
me t including distributive education, five industrial arts
pro rams, a variety of vocational home economics plans and-
several agricultural skills. Many are interdepartmental. For
example, the agri-business student may study soil analysis in
tha agriculture department, chemical fertilizers and pesticide
in cience and bookkeeping in the business department. Mostlof
th programs contain an on-the-job training component.

0 ce graduated, a student may undergo advanced career pre'par-
at on at either a public or proprietary vocational-technical
sc ool, or a college or university awarding degrees at the assn;
ci te, baccalaureate or graduate level or through an apprentice-
ship program. This stage may occur at any age and might be
preceded by a period of work using the skill or skills gaineen,
high school. Ideally this stage should represent an opportu ity
to alter career choices.

Adult and continuing programs in a variety of settits mus
available to meet each person's needs for additional apic e
cation, further career skill development and retrainitip for
new career fields.

10
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Implications forfor .

Volunteers

I Volunt can play a valuable role at all of the stages outlined
above but eir services can be particularly effective at the ele-
menta an secondary levels, In the elementary grades, fesoUrce
volUntee can introduce occimations to young children, pro-
viding firsthand information on many occupational opportuni-
ties and the duties such jobs entail. Such exposure serves to
broaden children's occupational horizons and introduces them

.to careers which they may not have known existed. At tile
junior high and middle school level, volunteers can make a
study of occupational areas by helping students see and partici-
pate i work experiences. Business-industry volunteers can be
parti larly effective in this regard, especially if the prograin is
viewe as a long-term commitment working with the same stu-
dents ver a peeriod of time, rather than a single presenation.
One nefit of longterm involvement is that it helps students,
parti larly adolescents, with their emerging concerns over
their laces in society, with thekindi.of occupations that o

r inter them and with the education and training needed to
enter hese fields. .

Caree education programs provide a vehicle for individual as
well business and industry involvement in the schools in
roles ifferent from the traditional volunteer-relationship.

yolu teers can continue to come to the school to work with
stude is on an individual and.small-group basis. Through career
educe ion programs they can work with students in the com-
munity and in their homes and places of employment offering
direct hands-on experiences in the world 9f work and com-
munity life.

Students can be offered orientation and exploration expeiiences
in the community. They can then spend a day, a week, or even
a month or an entire term, working7_dirpctly with volunteers at
Their work place, be it the kitchen of a local gourmet cook, the
office of a civic association planning a project of community
concern, the studio of a local artist, or the construction site of
a building being erected in the community. In each case chil-
dren would be given dpportunities to serve apprenticeships
with someone in the community directly involved in an activit
which is vital to the life of that community.,

106
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In Columbus, Ohio, Bell Telephone, a. company with-a long his-
tory of community involvement, has inaugurated a school-
business career education program for students at all levels:At'
the elementary level, students participate in a Career Motiva-
tion Prograrn which attempts to develOp a respect for the uni-
versality and dignity of work by fusing career concepts into
the curriculum. In grades seven and eight, pupils move into a
Career Orientation.Program. At this stage, through occupational-
and activity-centered experiences, students review 41 types and
levels of careers and begin to develop an awareness of interests
in relation to specific occupations.

High-school freshmen and sophomores take part in a Car,.
Exploration Program, to enable them to make ,tentative career
decisions and to select courses of study Mr the next two years.
This is an extensive program of on-the-job exposure and class-
room instruction offering students the opportunity to explore'
various careers in which th?y are interested.

TEL (Telephone Executive Leader fora Day) a highly
successful Career Exploration. Program for,sopho mores is also
offered. Two students from each participating school are .
assigned to a management specialist for the day. By observing
him or her, students learn about a specific facet of Bell Telephone
operations. The purpose of TEL EFAD is to provide students
with firsthand insight into Bell Telephone and to help them
explore their eventual role in the business world.

If career education activities are to prove successful, the re-
sources of the entire coniimunity must be identified and
mobilized. Volunteer coordinators can play a vital role in this
process. They can recruit individuals and businesses and indus-
try in the community to offer their services to presently func-
tioning career education programs.

An example of what might be done is the Community Resource
Questionnaire which appears on page TM This questionnaire
can be circu ed throughout a community by present volun-
teers and n be revised for use with business establishments,
indust nd social and governmental agencies.

10j
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Community Resource Ouestiotinaire

The Career Education Advisory Committee is studying various ways of enriching
the educational program bf the schools. One way to
widen the students' educational opFtortunities, particularly in learning wOrkiklila,'
is to use the resources of the community. The purpose of this questionnaire fi'to
find out what interests and talents the PeoPla of

would be willing to share with their ybung people. Once this information is on file,
it will be possible to match an individual's special skill with a student's particular
nterest. Would you be willing to have this questionnaire kept on file at the

School so that in the event of a particular need or
ntarest, you might be contacted? YES NO (-Circle one)

am*

ddress Phone

ield of intirest (cite occupation or industry, public service, arts and crafts, science,
ublic service, business, trade union)

nisi Skills
hat size group would you like to work with?

(large: 20 plus) (medium: 5-20)
(small: 2-5) (indivithial: one to one)

How much time would you be willing to give?
Onceo week Number of hours
Hands-on type training (every day for several weeks)
Occasional (lecture or demonstration for a specific topic)
Other

Subjects you can teach

I understand that this information is merely exploratory and does not bind me in any
way. If there is a need for orintarest in my services, I shall be contacted and further
arrangements will be made.

Pi 3

Signed

(
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Maintaining
Volunteer
Morale

From their first involvement with the program, volunteers
should begin to develop a feeling of belonging that will increase
their desire to participate. The motivation to remain a part of a
iprogram is extremely important. A corps of satisfied voltinteers
who return year after yew-is not only the backbone of a pro-
'gram, but is also the best source of additional voluhteers. While
he desire to help others may be the initial stimulus to serve,
he continuing performance of volunteers is directly affected

the degree of satisfaction the work provides. This satisfac-
, ion is the volunteers' sole reward -- there is no pay check.

herefore, if a program is to be successful and expand great'
re must be taken to see that volunteers are satisfied and mein-

. din a high level of morale. '

Morale can be sustained by occasional mention of the benefits
which volunteers deiive from their participation. These benefits

/while discussed informally and in a light-handed way, can
include:

1. Reminding the volunteers how useful their services are to others.

Stressing how volunteer services lead to more inforMation on
many relevant subjects.-

3..Pointing out how volunteer services have led .to the acquisition
of new knowledge and skills..

4. Showing how volunteer services can lead to diversified jobs and
additional responsibilities.

Publicity is another good way of maintaining volunteer morald
because people always feel better when others are aware of
what they are attempting to accomplish. Volunteers' feelings
of worth about themselves and the program can be reinforced
through articles in the hewspapers and reports Of progress made
on radio or television. A newsletter, published by the Volun-
teers themselves, will se e to develop a feeling of solidarity .

amongvolunteers as wel as inform them of the total scope of
the program. This newsletter should not only be distributed to

Publicity = - .

Higher Morale

111
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volunteers, but also to staff and professional personnel to make
the total program dynamic and important. ,

Newsletters are also a way to inform volunteers of other events
within the educational community, as well as provide ideas and
skills tobe used with children. For example, a recent issue of .

the El Paso, Texas, VIPS Voice featured new,board members in
addition to an article on a husband-wife volunteer team and a
mini-gym program.

In Minneapolis the volunteer newsletter included tutoring tips,0
new ideas-for games and activities as well as announcements of
training programs. Highlights of volunteer activities at individual
schools are an on-goingfeature.

Kee-Ong the public aware of the schools' volunteer services and
needs is another way of lifting morale. Radio and television
stations will frequently broadcast, as a public service, volunteer
activities and the need for more volunteers. Copy for such
announcements should be clear, concise and timely. Check with

,local Station program directors and coordinators for special re- n
quirements for the presentation of such announcements.

Careful matching of volunteers' interests and abilities with the ,
jobs to be done will have much impact on volunteer morale. Jf
volunteers sense arr uncertainty about how they are to be used,
they will develop doubts about staying With the program. They
must have the freedom to express their dissatisfaction with
current assignments or their interest in another assignment. If
jobs have grOwth potential, volunteers should be promoted or
given additional responsibility; if increased respohsibility is
limited, then the rotation of volunteers should be considered
to keep interest high.

The importance of recognition for volunteers cannot be over-
looked. Formal recognition programs and ceremonies are
important. These-may include.

1. Letters of appreciation

2. Presentation of awards, pins and certificates for service

11 2
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3. Notes of appreciation in house newsletters or local papers

4. Format introduction at school assemblies and programs

5. Coffee hours; teas and luncheons

Through such events volunteers will come to feel that their
service is wanted and appreciked.

Programs will develop recognition ceremonies to meet their
particular needs and situations. The most important e.j.ement
of such a ceremony is that it provides an opporturAity for
others to hear of the jobs volunteers perform. To 11e sure,
those involved on a day-to-day basis with volunteers are aware
of their accomplishments, but an awards ceremony:provides
.arLopportunity for'or a broadei public to learn of their activities.

Many volunteer programs across the country normally culminate
a year's activity with a volunteer luncheon or dinner. At this
occasion, with members of the school board and representatives
of the superintendent's office in attendance, volunteers ticeive
-their certificates for service. Often Special awards are given to
those for service "above and beyond the call of duty." Members
of the press are invited so that the greater COmmunity. may
learn of the rewarding service and identify the honored volun- .

teers. This is good pubjic relations for the entire program.

It is not difficult to sponsor such an event. Many businesses and
it industries, within the area can' e called on for contributions. The

use of a hotel.or a hall.may be donated; perhaps a stationer or
large industry will underwrite the,eosts of printing. All these
servicet will reduce the cost of the Program. .

St. Rose of Lima, a parochial school in Miami, Fla., preseqs-its
volunteers with a certificate of appreciation. Outstanding vol-
unteers receive a more elaborate certificate.

The Canton, Ohio, School Volunteer Corps also holds a luncheon
to honor its volunteers. In addition to a.slide presentation illus-
trating the tasks performed by volunteers, the program has also
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included "thank you" presentationsby a group of third- and
fourth-graders.

Since 1965,parent volunteers in the Fountain Valley, California,
School District have been hOnored by an annual "Blue Ribbon .

Luncheon." The mayors of the two cities served byl the district''
(Fountain Valley and Huntington Beach) each issu q. a proclama-
tion establishing a "Parent Volunteers in EducatiorilDay" to
giye thanks and recognition for the work of volunteers.

Letter of Appreciation

THANK YOU

Dear Mrs. Doe,

During theipast year, you have served as a volunteer at

working as a tutor providing many needed services to the school/agency.

On behalf of the Volunteer Program,

may we take this opportunity to express our deep appreciation of your efforts to

make our program a success.

Reports from teachers and principals inclicatipat the work of volunters like you
helps children improve and supplements the school program.

We looklook forward to having you return as a volurheer next year.

11 4

Sincerely,

Superintendent of Schools

Coordinator of Volunteers
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VOLUNTEERS
in

EDUCATION

Certificate of Appreciation
,_

Awarded to

G

valued services as a volunteer

Superintendent of Schools

(

Coordinator of Volunteeri

-11;i

k

Date
il

l
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As worthwhile as these formal events are, day-to-day recognition
is just as important: Examples of common courtesy and small
expressicins of thoughtfulness will, in the long run, be more ..
meaningful than certificates or annual letters. Providing a sp'eciar-':
place where they can hang their coats and leave their belongings
will' make volunteers feel wanted. Arrangements,' for parking
and coffee breaks also add to this feeling. In sortie programs, 19'

4 volunteers are given buttons or name tags which identify them.
These also serve to give volunteers a feeling of-belonging_irl the

total structure. ,

, . ,I 7'4,

The feeling of 'belonging, to apartirufarschaalis very 1.1771)0,61
tant if volunteers are to return year after year. A volunteer
relates the story of the cold shoulder she received while helping
at her child's school. "My ion's teacher called to ask if I could
help in the classrobm one day a week. Although it meant giving
up a day of paid work in our'business, I agreed mainly to please
my son. While working at school, Paren are allowed in the
teachers' lounge during recess and, lunch4 The teachers have their _ _

,own coffee pot and coffee mugs. they all contribute to the
coffee kitty. But, never once has a teacher or the principal -
asked me if I'd like a cup of coffee, I'd even pay for my own
and bring a cup. What kind of treatment is that?"

...
, .

. 4
, One of the most important factors influeicing morale is the
relationship that develops between keople. One may volunteer
because of the desire to work with a friend. OnCe at work, new
associations and friendships develop vyith a variety of people.
The nature of these relationships, whether with, professional
personnel or with another volunteer, will affect; the nature of
the program. i

'

i-
The impact of relationships *Weer), professional personnel and
the volunteers has a direct bearing on the quality-of service
given. Regardless of how well-informed or knowledgeable
volunteers are, they must be sure that their interests and desires
dovetail with those of the professional. In other words, even if
volunteers, by virtue of previous education, training or experi-
ence, feel they havd a better grasp of the matter than the profes-
sional, they must remember thOt the professional is in charge!
The professional, by virtue of ongoing responsibility and day-,

1 1
.%
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to-day contact, generally has an overall understanding of the
problemThe volunteer is there to supplement these services.

As the primary goal of all personnel, whether volunteer or pro-
fessional, is providing the best service, the idea of the volunteer
as a member of the team will help maintain high volunteer
morale. For such a team approach to be successful, the profes-
sional personnel should not view the volunteer as one who per-
forms only routine, mechanical tasks, but should be willing to
allow him or her to serve in many capacities, limited only by the
knowledge, experience, and skills the volunteer has or is willing .

to acquire. In this way volunteer service can'become a step in a
career lattice program if the volunteer desires: Far too many
programs have had the experience of having a good volunteer
quit and join another program because it offered a greater chal-
lenge. Good planning on the part of the coordinator and profes-
sional staff can eliminate this. Then, too, the prospects of
expanding a program are bleak if the volunteers feel they are ,

locked into tasks reflecting a low level of competency and
responsibility. If the factor of 'maintaining high morale is taken
into consideration in all phases of program development, volun-
teers will be more satisfied with their work and the program will
benefit from their satisfaction.

11
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Evaluating,
Volunteer
Programs

Evaluation should start with the initial planning activities and
continue throughout the opettioti of the program. It should
not be something done once 4:ypat to determine the scores
children or adults have made qtr theilurtiper otchildren or
adults who entered and left the Progrent_Thesedata should be
collected, of course, but they..represent only part of what is
necessary to assess a volunteei,program.

There are three major activities involved in effective decisions:

1. Ask questions that focus on imlJortandecisions.

2. Establish valid criteria fo judging information.

3. Use appropriate means to gather data.

. An evaluation scheme might be as follows:

1

Major Questions

1. Are we working
on a real need?

2.1s our objective
manageable?

3. Are volunteers
using the
procedures?

2 3

SampleCrilefia Sample Means

Societal gods. Interviews.
Job' market.

Un erstandable. :,
Per nnel
Tec piques avail-

, agle.

Questionnaire.
VolunteerVolunteer forms.
Interview expert.

Che k practice ; Observation.
with description 7 Logs.
of p ocedures.

4. Do the procedures Clien
work? Expe

5. Does the product
match the
objective?

cs

opinion. Questionnaire.
opinion. Observation.

Chec with stated Tests and narrative
object ves. records.
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The analysis and summary of all those aspects constitutes an
evaluation of a voluhteerprograrn.

Procedures for The "most effective program will darienid on assessment of spe-
Enacting Change cific needs and resources.,The following outline offers a listing

of areas that should be considered:

1. Determine extent of need through survey of those'to be served;
staff discussions.

_ .

2. Establish Objectives through staff recommendation; community
involvement. w

3. Find personnel theOugh recruitment and in-service training.
;

4. Create facilitiei, through remodeling and new construction.

5. Purchase materials for specific skill development;high-interest
reading, variety and flexibility._

4 6. Select children or adulte"through discrepan,cy criterion and
teacher recommendation.

7. Schedule treatment to child's or adult's best advantage'on a
frequent basis.

8. Evaluate regularly child's or adult's progress; procedures of
selection and treatment.

9. Report results to child and parents or adults; to classroom
teacher and principal or agency supervisor.

Common The f lowing points may help in avoiding some of the common
Pitfalls pitfa s of tutor programs in either the planning or operative

sta :

Organization F 'lure to define responsibility and authority. In each situation,
e question, "Whit is his of her role?" should be answered.

Personnel Training and supervision are essential.

1 1 J
./
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Facilities Failure to provide adequate and attractive space. The quarters
set aside or \provided for the program should be attractively
decorated. \

_Materials Failure toallow sufficient funds for materials. Often little or
no money is allotted 'for the purchase of materials.

Selectiop Using only standardized grOup-reading tests in making the
selection.

Time Too fe'W weekly sessions. Providing once-a-week sessions of
sixty minutes or more is not advisable.'Successful volunteer ,
programs have proved that it is necessary 'to meet two or more
times a week for any noticeable improvementover a semester.

Tdrminating Ending instruction at the end of such arbitrary tirne,periods as,.
Instruction for example, six weeks could be a mistake. Instruction should
Arbitrarily be carried on until the student's progress indicates that 'he,or

she can profit from the regular classroom instruction. \\..

Assessment Determining progress by standardized group scores. Ordinarily
the standardized group test does not measure the skills taught --

in a reading class.

Ito
...
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Volunteer Evaluation of Program

L

School or site:
Volunteer:
Teacher or staff member:
1. How many hours did you work weekly?
2. Briefly describe what you did as a volunteer

n

3. Were you placed according to your interests and abilities? Yes No

Comment

4. Did you have good rapport with the children (adults)? Yes_ No _ How was it 'vide
5. Did you have good rapport with the teacher? Yes No _How was it evidenced?
6. Do you think you received adequate training before your assigrrent? Yes _ No

Comments
7. Did you' receive satisfactory training during your "assignment? Yes _ No -

Compurts
8. In what areas were you the most help to the teacher?

9. What skills and techniques wire most useful during your assignment?

10. In what areas were you the Nast help tohe teacher?

11. What additional skills and techniques do'you need?

12. Was your flthejob supervision satisfactory? Yes _ No _
Comments

13. Do you plan to continue as a volunteer? Yes -No Why?
4")

14. How do you'think the program can bo improved? (Please be specific)

*1 2 i

'no
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Volunteer Self-Evaluation Form

HOW AM I DOING? ?

1. Do I plan for the activity to which I have been assigned?

2. Do I make myself helpful by offering my services to the teacher when
s.

sre is an obvious need for help?
3. Do I have a plan-for getting children into groups?
4. Doi observe closely so as to know children's or adults' likes, dislikes, ;inferences, enthusiasms, aversions, etc.?

fit 5.- Do I find opportunities for giving students choices or do I tell thenrvi at to do?
Have I given dirt. individual help in writing?

7. Do I observe closely the techniques used by the teacher and follow t rough when I am working with the group?
8. Do I emphasize the times when students behave well and minimize e times when they fail to do so?
9. Do I really listen to what students have to say?

10. Do 1evaluate myself at intervals?
11. Do I itoccept criticisms and,suggestions without becoming emotionblly upset?
12. Do I follow directrdris of the teacher?
13. Do I try to develop a friendly attitude with all of my co-workerl?
14. Do I give the teacher adequate notice of absences by reporting them to the office before the day begins
15. Do I reajize thst my,whole purpose for being in the classroom1 /is to insist the teacher in order that the ents

mightp-rogress more rapidly?
16. Do I give too much help to students rather than allowing the time to think?
17. Do I refrain from interfering between another teacher and udent unless called upon for assistance?
18. Do I avoid criticism- of the student, teacher and the school r ncy?

1

(This self-evaluation form can be used at any point during a pr rem. can be used to suggest areas in which joint
voluntrni-professional training is needed.)

4

.1P

a. ;
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Teacher or Staff Member Evaluation of Volunteer Assistande

Schoril or site:
Teacher or staff niember:

Volunteer:
1. Have you used the services of a volunteer this year? Regularly _Occasionally _Never _
2. Wthild you like to have a volunteer assigned to you next year?, Regularly __Occasionally _Never

3. Does the velunteer have gOod rapport with As children or adults? Yes No __How is it evidenced?

AO*

4. Do you feel that the climate of learning has beeti improved by volunteer service? Yes _No _How'

4

5. Has there been any evidence of changes in your pupils = a result of volunteer service? Yes _No
What kinds of changes?

..
6. To what extent has the volunteer Ina-J=1 your efficiency as a teacher in relationship to:

a. Planning

b. Pupils
c. Professional growth

7. Has the volunteer shown initiative in helping in the classroom? Yes ___No __How?
8. Do you feel the volunteer was given adequate training before his or her assighment? Yes No _

'Comments
9. Has the on-the-job training of the volunteer proved satisfactory? Yes _No _Comments

10. In whet arses was he or she most hirlpful?

11. What skills or techniques were most usefill in his or her work?

12. In what areas Wes14 or she least helpful?

13. What additional skills or techniques do you think he or she needs?

14. What suggestions do you have to improve the training or efficiency of the volunteer?

15. Has the on-the-job supervision of the volunteer proved satisfactory?

16. Comment on any personal qualities which himpered or enhanced the effectiveness of the vollteer.

17. Shouichfvolunteir be encouraged to continuo in the program? Yes
k

1$. What adslitional commerfts and suggestions can you make to improve the quality of the volunteer program?

4.

120

.4
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Principal or Administrator Evaluation of Volunteer Assistance

School or site:
Principal or administrator:

1. Would you like to have volunteer assistants continued at your school next year? Regularly_Occssionalif
Never _

2. What kinds of services would you like to have volunteers provide?

3. What has been thelleneral reaction of the staff to volunteers? Good .Fair
4. Have volunteers established sound working relationships with the staff? Yes _No _How has it been evidenced?

5. Has volunteer service appreciably relieved your staff of non-professional tasks? Yes _lo _Comments

6. Has the help given by volunteers been a factor in improving the achievement of those who received it? (If possible,

please cite specific statistics.h
4

7. Have the pre-service and on-the-job training of volunteers been satisfacto0 Yes _No 1.___Commants

8. What additional skills or techniques do you feel volunteers need?

9. What suggestions do you have for improving the training or efficien,Cy of volunteers?

10. Has the on-the-job supervision of volunteers been satisfactory? _Comments

11. Oss thi liaison between you and the total volunteer program pr6 sad satisfactory? Yes No _Comments

12. What additional comments or suggestions can you make toAmprove the quality of thayolunteer program?

U

I.

12i
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Annual Report by Volunteer Coordinator

School or site: Coordinator:

1. Involvement of personnel:
a.. Number of volunteers serving in classrooms
b. Number of volunteers giving general school service
c. Number of volunteers giving general volunteer office service
d. Number of volunteers giving services to individual children or small groups outside of classroom

e. Number of volunteers added 'to the program during the year

f. Number of volunteers who dropped out of the program during the year

g. Total amount of hours during the yut
h. Number of student services 941rAlq

i. Nuinber of volunteers who wish to continue
2. Service

a. List the types of service volunteers performed for the classroom Usenet 4:41%

b. List the types of service volunteers performed for the school or site outside of classroom activity.

c. List the types of service that were given to individual children (adults) or small groups of children (adults) outside

the classroom.
'it List the types of service volunteers gave to the volunteer office.

3. Training and supervision:
a. Did members of the staff participate in the training of volunteers?

In the supervision of volunteers?
b. Was in-service training done through individual conferences?
c. group conferences?

printed materials?
demonstration of techniques?
observation of experienced volunteers?

other?
c. Were arrangements made for volunteers and teachers to confer on individual children or adults?

4. Books and materiall:
a. Do you have a satisfactory collection of textbooks?

Library books?
b. Do you have an adequate supply of instructional materials in the volunteer office?
c. Does the school or agency supplement your own supply of books and materials? Not st all

Adequately
Generously

5. Teacher reaction:
a. Number of teachers on staff
b. Number of teachers using volunteer classroom service

c. Number who have requested r;ontinuation'of classroom service

d. Number who have Indicatedithey do not wish continuation of classroom service

is. Number of new requests for classroom service
5. What research and empirical data do you have to prove the valueend effect of the volunteers' service?

1 2.i
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For Further
Information

Board of Education, City of New York, School District No. 1,
School Volunteer Program, 20 W. 40th Street, New York, New
York 10018.
Canton City Schools, 618 High Avenue, Canton, Ohio 44703.
Denver Public4chools, District No. 1, 1521 trying Street, Den-
ver, ColordcrOt0204
Des Moines Public Schools, 1800 Grand Avenue, Des Moines,

, Iowa 50307.
Independent Schogi District of Boise City, 1207 Fort Street,
Boise, Idaho 83702,
Los Angeles Unifad School District, 450 N. Grand Avenue, Los
Angeles, California 90051.
Minneapolis Public Schools, Special School District No. 1, 807
N. E. Broadway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413.
National School Volunteer Program, Inc., 450 N. Grand Avenue,
Los Angeles, California 90051.
New Hampshire School Volunteer Program;196 Bridge,Street,"
Manchester, New Hampshire 03104.
Oklahoma City Public Schools, 900 N. Klein, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73106.
Ontario-Montclair School District, 950 W. D Street, Ontario,
California 91761.
Operation SHARE, Santa Clara County Office of Education,
45 Santa Teresa Street, Sari Jose, California 95110.
Rochester School Voltinteer Program, City School District,
410 Alexander Street, Rochester, New York 14607.
St. Louis Public Schools, 911 Locust Street, St. Louis, Missouri
63101.
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The' Recruitment
Leadership and
Training Institute

The Recruitment Leadership and Training Institute (LTI); is a
panel which provides technical and developmental assistance to
projects funded under the Education Professions Development
Act, P.L. 90-35, Part A, Section 504;'New Careers in Education
Program and administered by the Division of Educational Sys-'
tems Development, U.S. Office of Education.

D. Eunice A. Clarke
Director, LTI
Assistant Vice President
Research and Program
Devel9pment
Temple Uniyersity
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Panel Members

Mr. Warren H. Bacon
Assistant Director
Industrial Relations
Inland Steel Company ,
Chicago, Illinois

Mrs. Christine J: Moore, Dean
Student Perionnel Services
Harbor Campus
Community College of
Baltimore

_Baltimore, Maryland

Mrs. Jean Sampson, Trustee
University of Maine
Lewiston, Maine

Dr. Ronald W. Tyrrell
Chairman
Department of Intermediate
Education
Cleveland State University
Cleveland, Ohio'
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Dr. living Rosenstein
Assistant Director, LTI -

Temple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Dr. James W. Kelley,
Director of Urban Affairs'
St. Cloud State College
St. Cloud; Minnesota

Mr. Edward V. Moreno
Principal
San Fernando High School
San Fernando, California

Mr.-Farley J. Seldon
Principal
John Hay High `School
Cleveland Public Schools
Cleveland, Ohio

Dr. Marian B. Warner
Stipervisor
Business Edubation
School District of
Philadel is
Philad Pennsylvania
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Professor Dorothy F. Williams
Chairperson
Department of Communications

N Simmons College
Boston, Massachusetts

The activity which is the subject of this report was upported

of Health, Edcation, and Welfare. However, the o inionsex-
ii-i whole or in, part by the U.S. Office of Education Department

u
. pressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position pr policy

of the U.S. Office of Education, and no official endorsement
by the U.S. Office of Education should be inferred.
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